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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO Trm PROBLEM 
1. The Need of a Second Language 
The indispensable role of the school.-- In our elementary schools, 
the teaching of a second language is a source of concern to the teach-
ing profession, whose endeavor is to determine the character of American 
education. There are many arguments for the study of languages, but the 
basic consideration is our position as a leader among the nations of the 
world. Today's people are not going to live in a past which had little 
need of languages, but in a future which has increasing need of them. 
"Looking ahead" is a purposeful slogan. 
A national awareness of language importance.-- In this incredible 
century where ideas travel faster than planes, one language has become 
insufficient to cope with the complexity of our social, political, and 
international relationships. The oneness of time and space signalizes 
the fact that we will never again be isolated. It is now possible for 
members of the United Nations General Assembly from all quarters of the 
globe to convene on approximately one day's notice. By virtue of our 
contact with foreign languages and foreign cultures, it is urgent that 
a second language be taught in the elementary grades, else our role of 
world leadership cannot long endure. The question is whether a second 
language in the elementary grades be a bond or a barrier. Two reasons 
-1-
ll 
are stated by McGrath for offering instruction in modern foreign 
language in the elementary school: 
"First, more Americans should be able to use a foreign 
language. The best place to reach large numbers of our future 
citizens is in the elementary schools; and second, language 
should be begun in the early grades because children learn 
then most easily and precisely. 11 
2 
Now that we find ourselves playing a new role in the world, atti-
tudes toward foreign language are changing. Thousands of ex-GI's have 
experienced frustrations of not being able to communicate fully with 
people in other parts of the world with whom they had much in common; 
they have also experienced the thrill of establishing fragments of 
communication through words and phrases clumsily used; they have suf-
fered the embarrassment of finding people of other countries speaking 
our own language fluently. 
2. Incentives Toward a Language Renaissance 
Penetrating appeals of responsible leaders.-- McGrath lit the 
torch and gave the impetus for a language renaissance in the elementary 
£/ 
schools in his timely address, "Language Study and World Affairs." 
He vehemently declares: "American prestige has greatly suffered in 
our inability to communicate with the world in any language but our 
own." In his urgent appeal for a second language in the elementary 
grades he adds: "We have long felt the need of a plan to interpret to 
1/Earl J. McGrath, "Conference on the Role of Foreign Languages in 
American Schools," January 15, 1953, The Modern Language Journal (May, 
1958), 40:228 • 
.£/Ibid. 
3 
the students within the school the necessity of foreign language 
!/ 
study." 
tion: 
2:.1 
President Eisenhower recently told the MOdern Language Associa-
"I hope that you will explore the ways in which language 
study can be used to strengthen our own cultural heritage as 
I 
well as to cultivate better understanding between our citizens 
and those of other countries .••• It is heartening to note 
that you are engaged in a study of the role which foreign 
languages should play in America." 
Complaints have been made by the late Secretary of State John 
. 2/ 
Foster Dulles: 
"The United States today carries new responsibilities in 
many countries on the globe, and we are at a serious disadvan-
tage because of the difficulty of finding persons who can deal 
with the foreign language problem. Interpreters are no substi-
tute. It is impossible to understand what is in the minds of 
other people without understanding their language, and it is 
impossible to be sure that they understand what is in our minds." 
Military point of view.-- In this middle half of the twentieth 
century, many responsible leaders have sensed the urgent need of 
foreign languages in American life by declaring that our survival may 
be at stake. 
"No one dreamed that between 7 December 1941 and the end 
of 1945 an estimated 11,453,000 American youths would serve 
outside our monolingual borders and during Korean hostilities 
of 1950-1953 about 3,700,000. 
!/Earl J. McGrath, op. cit. 
2:./Margaret Eaton, "FLES--YES," Modern Language Journal (December, 1957), 
41:373. 
3/Paul E. Hadley and John Foster Dulles, "The Role of Foreign Language 
in Training for International Relations," Modern Language Journal (May, 
1958), 42:226-231. 
" •••• between 1948 and 1953 nearly 2,000,000 passports 
were issued to Americans and that in 1953 alone the United 
States Passport Division issued over 418,000 passports or 
renewals. No longer is it possible for the average American 
to be sure that he may not want to travel or may not have to 
serve his country abroad or that he may not one day choose 
to work abroad."]:/ 
"The value of a knowledge of foreign languages is no-
where more apparent than in the military profession. With 
approximately half of its members stationed overseas, the 
United States Army is working in close cooperation with our 
Allies in every quarter of the globe. My own military ex-
perience has repeatedly demonstrated that when allies can 
communicate with each other in a common tongue, their ef-
fectiveness is greatly increased .••• I am convinced that 
increasing our knowledge of foreign ~anguages will add sig-
nificantly to our national security .•• by increasing the 
mutual understanding between nations."£:./ 
Chester Bowles, speaking from his experience as Ambassador to 
2/ 
India, said in a letter dated February 3, 1954: 
"It seems to me that language is almost basic to under-
standing of other people. Yet so many people, even those 
high up in the State Department say, 'there is no need to 
learn a new language if you go abroad; everyone speaks Eng-
lish.' This is a kind of unconscious arrogance that tends 
to set us off from other people •••• " 
In an Associated Press story which appeared in newspapers on 
y 
December 29, 1952, it was stated: 
1/William Parker, "Report of the Committee on the Role of Foreign 
Languages in American Life," Northeast Conference on the Teaching of 
Foreign Languages, cited by Theodore Andersson, Committee Reports 
1954, Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, p. 65. 
1/General Ridgway, ibid., p. 67. 
l/Chester Bowles, ~. 
~/Theodore Andersson, ibid., p. 68. 
4 
"One career diplomat recalls that in 1946 the State De-
partment did not have one officer who could read an Arabic 
newspaper •.•• To find out what Islam was saying in its news-
papers, the diplomat had to mail them home to the Library of 
Congress •••• Until the first American trained especially for 
Indonesian was assigned to the Embassy in 1959, all the trans-
lation was done by natives •.•• " 
Businessmen and industrialists bring pressure to bear on the im-
portance of foreign languages: 
"The United States has over $15,000,000,000 invested in 
plants and business overseas and its annual volume of foreign 
trade has gone from not less than $4,000,000,000 in 1914 to 
over $33,000,000,000 today (according to the January 1954 Re-
port of the National Foreign Trade Council). "1/ 
'1:.1 -
Taton said on May 14, 1952: 
"Many American companies are participating in the rapid 
industrialization that is taking place in so many countries 
beyond our shores. These companies need, in increasing num-
bers, graduates who wish to make futures in overseas work. 
With English and a modern foreign language, a graduate has 
two indispensable tools for making the most out of his life 
abroad. 1' 
1/ 
Trippe declared in 1953: 
"The responsibility of the industry with which I am 
associated is to contribute to the many contacts that Ameri-
cans will have with the outside world. Basic to this task 
is facility in the languages of the countries which are our 
good neighbors." 
5 
What is true in business and in industry is also true in science, 
technology, and education. Linguistic ability plays no small role in 
!/Theodore Andersson, op. cit., p. 69. 
'1:./John c. Taton (Vice-President of the Coca-Cola Company), ibid., p. 69. 
l/Juan T. Trippe (President of the Pan-American Airways),!£!£., p. 69. 
our society. 
!/ 
Evaluation of statesmen and educators.-- Gerry writes: 
"I have been in the diplomatic service and the banking 
profession for the last thirty years. My activities have 
been principally in Europe and contacts have been mostly 
with people who speak several languages. In. general, my 
American countrymen are at a disadvantage compared to Euro-
peans because their fluency in languages is inferior ••.• 
This is a handicap, not only in business, but also in 
diplomacy •••. I hope that much greater emphasis henceforth 
will be paid to languages in our schools and that thorough 
knowledge of one or more of them will be made an absolute 
requisite." 
1:.1 
Merritt speaks in behalf of the scientists: 
"The number of international congresses has increased 
in recent years and the scientist is at a disadvantage if 
he is unable to converse with colleagues from other nations." 
'if 
Jolas expresses the situation in these terms: 
"How sad to see members of international conferences--
big men, leaders in their countries--unable to talk to each 
other after the formal business is completed through inter-
preters." 
!±I 
An educator's testimony phrases his view in these words: 
"I feel very strongly that foreign-language teaching is 
of vital importance to students majoring in government ..•• 
I must also frankly state, however, that I see no way of 
preparing Americans for their responsibility in the world of 
international events unless steps are taken to start a second 
or third language in the elementary schools, and carrying 
courses in these languages every year right through college •••• " 
);_/Harvey S. Gerry (Vice-President of the National City Bank of New 
York), op. cit., p. 69. 
]:_/Houston Merritt,~., p. 70. 
1/Eugene Jolas, ~· 
!±/Northeast Conference, op. cit. 
6 
7 
People engaged in the language field are familiar with McGrath's 
celebrated comment after returning from an international conference on 
ll 
education: 
" •••• At this conference the United States was represented 
by five persons all of whom had no less than nineteen years of 
formal schooling •.•• Yet no one of them could use another 
tongue well enough to carry on even a private conversation 
fluently, to say nothing of addressing the Conference formally." 
Statement of the problem; its definition.-- The spread of interest 
in foreign language teaching in the elementary grades casts a doubt as 
to whether a child speaking two languages progresses as well as a child 
who speaks only one. This particular study compares the mental ability 
and reading ability of bilingual children. Specifically, this paper 
presents a comparative study of mental ability and achievement in the 
reading of French and English, as measured by the California Test of 
?:.I 
Mental Maturity, Intermediate Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition, and the 
'll 
California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9. Such contro-
versial opinion as the one stated above is a challenge to this par-
ticular study. 
Purpose of the study.-- This study is motivated largely by the 
awareness of a tendency among recriminating parents to claim that the 
learning of a second language is confusing; that it impedes intellectual 
l/Earl J. McGrath, op. cit. 
2/Sullivan, Clark, and Tiegs, California Test of Mental Maturity, Inter-
;ediate Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition, California Test Bureau, Los Angeles. 
~/Tiegs and Clark, California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, 
1950 Edition, California Test Bureau, Los Angeles. 
8 
growth and causes retardation. Such reasoning is found among the pa-
rents of some children in our private bilingual schools and these parents 
withdraw their children because of poor achievement. Of course, many 
factors account for inadequate results, but the pertinent question re-
mains: Do bilingual students succeed relatively as well in the read-
ing of French and English? This investigation seeks an answer to this 
query. 
Need and justification.-- Accurate measurement and objective eval-
uation of relative gains are needed to support or disprove personal 
estimates and unsubstantiated generalizations. Therein lie the need 
and the justification of this investigation. 
Scope of the problem: its delimitations.-- The institutions in-
volved in this study are four private bilingual schools in which the 
daily schedule allots: (1) one-half day to the teaching of the stand-
ard program of studies for elementary grades~ and (2) one-half day to 
the teaching of French and complementary subjects--religion and art--
in said language. 
The nonselected samplings include 74 boys and 76 girls at the 
eighth-grade level. They are members of middle-class families of the 
New Bedford area, belonging to the Franco-American ethnic groups. Ac-
cording to statistics, 1,500,000 Franco-Americans are to be found in 
such urban areas as Boston, Burlington, Woonsocket, Fall River, New 
Bedford, Hartford, Providence, Springfield, Manchester (New Hampshire), 
9 
1/ 
and Portland. Twenty-one such centers have a Franco-American popu-
lation of 10,000 or more. 
This work is restricted to native-born American children of 
French descent. The parents of these children were all born in America. 
The grandparents, with a few exceptions, are French-speaking native 
Canadians. These pupils received instruction in both French and Eng-
lish for eight consecutive years on an approximately equal time basis. 
The tests used in this study are the California Test of Mental Matur-
2/ 2/ 
ity and the California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades, Form AA. 
The latter was translated into French for the purpose of parallel test-
ing. The items covered include: comprehension, vocabulary, ·reference 
skills, and interpretation of meanings in French and English. 
Definition of terms.-- The technical terms used in this study are 
defined as follows: 
1. Bilingualism: This term has both a social and individual 
application; it means the speaking of two languages; it also 
stands for two languages learned simultaneously from child-
hood.i/ 
2. Second language: The language acquired by a person in addi-
tion to his mother tongue.~/ 
!/Wilmarth Starr (Chairman), Committee on the "Report on the Role of 
Foreign Languages in American Life," Northeast Conference on the Teach-
ing of Foreign Languages, New York University, 1955, p. 103. 
£/Sullivan, Clark, and Tiegs, op. cit. 
2/Tiegs and Clark, op. cit. 
4/The UNESCO, "The Use cf Vernacular Language in Education," Monograph 
~n Fundamental Education, Monograph Number 8, Columbia University Press, 
New York, 1953, p. 86. 
_2/Ibid. 
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3. Mother tongue: The language which a person acquires in early 
years and which normally becomes his natural instrument of 
thought and communication.l/ 
4. National language: The language of a political, social, and 
cultural entity.£/ 
5. Parallel test: A test translated from one language to another 
for the sake of identical testing level.l/ 
6. Private schools: Institutions of learning not provided with 
public funds .4/ 
7. Understanding: To have full mental grasp of the significance 
of a work or expression.1/ 
8. Monoglot: A person familiar with but one language.£/ 
9. Nationality: Belonging to a nation by nativity or descendant 
of a certain nation.L/ 
10. Franco-American: Being of French descent but born in the 
United States.~/ 
l/The UNESCO, op. cit., p. 86. 
l/Ibid. 
l/Ibid., p. 87. 
!!-/Ibid. 
2/Webster's New International Dictionary of the English Language, 
Second Edition, Unabridged, G. & C. Merriam Company, Publishers, 
Springfield, Mass., 1955. 
&/~. 
l/Ibid. 
~/Ibid. 
2./ Ibid., p. 560. 
10/l.E,g. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
1. The ~ethod of Approach--Two Divisions 
Studies prior to 1925.-- The studies prior to 1925 belong to a 
transitional period when utility dominated educational aims and when 
objectivity was slowly gaining recognition. For this reason, the lit-
erature on bilingualism and its effect on learning are interesting 
11 
enough but have little to offer. MOnroe summarizes this period, 
" •••• prior to 1925, mental measurement was still in its infancy," in-
ferring that notable growth has taken place since. These studies, 
nevertheless, have the merit of conserving the values of the past and, 
from an historical viewpoint, of giving the continuity of the develop-
mental stages of educational measurements. For this reason, a review 
of the studies from 1925 on will justify the purpose of this research. 
Studies from 1925 to the present.-- Since 1925, techniques of 
measurement have been refined considerably and the contemporary picture 
is noticeably brightened. During the last decade, studies have been 
extremely critical of the technique used in earlier investigations. 
In spite of the marked improvement, the results of these studies may 
still be questioned because of a lack of effort to control the variables, 
1/Walter S. Monroe, "Educational Measurement in 1920 and in 1945," 
Measurement and Evaluation in the Secondary School Journal of Educa-
tional Research (January, 1945), 38:334-340. 
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such as the socio-economic status and the degree of bilingualism, fac-
tors which this particular study will take into account. 
2. Organization of Review from 1925 
1/ 
Three divisions.-- The review of this study is based on Darcy's-
thorough review of the effect that bilingualism has upon the measure-
ment of intelligence. Of these studies, 31 were selected as being most 
representative of the problem. It is not the writer's intention to 
evaluate the significance of these studies, but merely to report the 
research which is going on in the field of bilingualism. The studies 
are referred to under three headings: 
l. Studies in which bilingualism was found to have a favorable 
effect upon the measurement of intelligence 
2. Studies in which bilingualism was found to have an unfavor-
able effect upon the intelligence 
3. Studies in which bilingualism was found to have no effect 
upon the intelligence. 
This classification is both logical and convenient. It may prove 
helpful to other investigators interested in bilingualism, notwith-
standing the fact that experimentation has not yet reached the stage 
where results can be appraised in quantitative terms. 
Studies in which bilingualism was found to have a favorable effect 
2:.1 
upon the measurement of intelligence.-- Davies and Hughes conducted 
!/Natalie T. Darcy, "A Review of the Literature on the Effects of Bi-
lingualism upon the Measurement of Intelligence," The Journal of 
Genetic Psychology (March), 82:21-57. 
2/J. Davies and H. G. Hughes, "An Investigation into the Comparative 
Intelligence Attainment of Jewish and non-Jewish School Children," 
British Journal of Psychology (March, 1927), 18:134-136. 
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an investigation to determine what differences, if any, were observed 
between Jewish and non-Jewish children regarding their intelligence and 
competence in English and arithmetic. All the pupils from eight to 
fourteen years of age, in three carefully selected London schools, were 
given the three tests of the Northumberland Standardized Tests in In-
telligence, English, and Arithmetic. The total number who took these 
tests was 1,894. The only information which was given with respect to 
control of variables was expressed in the statement that "The three 
schools in which the study was made were chosen in an attempt to rule 
out differences due to variations in school teaching and home training." 
The degree of bilingualism which might be presumed to have been included 
in "the racial customs and traditions" of at least part of the Jewish 
group was not noted. 
The authors concluded that the superiority of the Jewish children 
over non-Jewish children in the two groups was definitely marked. The 
Jewish group was found to be a year ahead of the non-Jewish group in 
intelligence and arithmetic. They were one and one-half years ahead 
of the non-Jewish group in English. The Jewish girls were one year 
ahead of the non-Jewish gi'rls in English and slightly less than a year 
ahead of the non-Jewish girls in intelligence and arithmetic. 
1./ 
Stark measured the general intelligence of 271 bilinguals in 
five "all-Irish schools" in the city of Dublin and 271 monoglots in 
four 11non-all-Irish schools" in the same city. As a result of his 
1/Carl J. Stark, "The Effects of Bilingualism on General Intelligence," 
British Journal of Educational Psychology (September, 1940), 10:78-79. 
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findings Stark concluded that children of ''innate verbal facility" may 
find bilingualism an asset to their mental development. It must be 
remembered when examining Stark's results that variables, such as socio-
economic status, sex, and degree of bilingualism, were not adequately 
controlled. Had they been, they might have affected the results. 
Studies in which bilingualism was found to have unfavorable effects 
ll 
on the measurement of the intelligence.-- Saer, Smith, and Hughes 
found that rural bilinguists in Wales were inferior in verbal intelli-
gence tests to urban bilinguists and also to urban and rural monoglots. 
:?:.1 
Pintner and Keller reported significantly lower scores for the 
bilinguists of their investigation. They used a specially revised 
edition of the 1916 Stanford-Binet Scale. 
ll 
Brown found that bilingualism presented the chief difficulty in 
testing the foreign-born subjects of his investigation, though pupils 
who had attended an American school for one or two years received no 
lower scores on the Stanford-Binet Scale in English than on a transla-
tion of the scale in their mother tongue. 
!±I 
Colvin and Allen found that the Italian subjects of their inves-
1/D. J. Saer, F. Smith, and J. Hughes, The Bilingual Problem in 
Averystwyth, University College, Wales, 1924, p. 112. 
2/R. Pintner and R. Keller, "Intelligence of Foreign Children," Journal 
of Educational Psychology (1922), 13:21~-222. 
3/F. Brown, "A Comparative Study of the Intelligence of Jewish and 
Scandinavian Children," Journal of Genetic Psychology (1944), 64:67-92. 
4/S. Calvin and R. D. Allen, "Mental Tests and Linguistic Ability," 
Journal of Educational Psychology (1923), 32:87-89. 
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tigation were inferior to American subjects in their performance on 
the 1916 Stanford-Binet Scale and on the National Intelligence Test. 
1/ 
Pintner found no significant difference between the mean mental 
ages of the combined foreign groups and the American group of his in-
vestigation on the Pintner Non-Language Test. A small percentage of 
the foreign group reached the median mental age of the American group 
on the National Intelligence Test that he conducted. He cautioned 
that care should be exercised when measuring the intelligence of foreign 
children solely by verbal tests of intelligence. 
2:.1 
Smith found a group of bilinguists in South Wales inferior to a 
group of monoglots on tests in free composition, mutilated passage, 
word-building, and analogies. The validity of Smith's results might 
be questioned since the two language-groups were not paired with re-
spect to socio-economic status or ages; also because of the lack of 
objective scores for the comparative test. 
2/ 
Graham's findings supported the conclusion that the Italians of 
her study were significantly inferior to the Americans in mean I.Q. on 
the Stanford-Binet Scale. 
1:./R. Pintner, "Comparison of American and Foreign Children on Intelli-
gence Tests," Journal of Educational Psychology (1923), 14:292-295. 
2/F. Smith, "Bilingualism and Mental Development, 11 British Journal of 
Psychology (1923), 13:270-282. 
1/V. T. Graham, "The Intelligence of Italian and Jewish Children in 
the Haiti Clinic of the Massachusetts Division of Mental Hygiene,n 
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology (1925), 30:371-376. 
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1/ 
Wang found that the Chinese students of his investigation ranged 
nine points below the native-born subjects on the Ohio State University 
Intelligence Test. 
2/ 
The American subjects of Mead's- investigation made higher scores 
than the Italian subjects on the Otis Group Intelligence Test. 
The performance of the bilingual Indians in Southern Ontario, ac· 
2/ 
cording to the aamieson and Sandiford investigation, was superior to 
that of the monoglots on the Northumberland Intelligence Test, the 
Pintner-Cunningham Primary Mental Test, and the Pintner Non-Language 
Test. _ 
!±I 
Yoshioka found the scores of the bilingual Japanese students of 
his investigation far below American and Japanese norms on the National 
Intelligence Test. 
5/ 
Pintner's- Italian subjects received significantly lower scores 
than the monolingual subjects on the Pintner-Cunningham Test. 
1,/S. L. Wang, "A Demonstration of the Language Difficulty Involved in 
Comparing Racial Groups by Means of Verbal Intelligence Tests," 
Journal of Applied Psychology (1926), 10:102-126. 
£/M. Mead, "Group Intelligence and Linguistic Disability Among Italian 
Children," School and Society (1927), 25:465-468. 
'J/E. Jamieson and P. Sandiford, "The Mental Capacity of Southern 
Ontario Indians," Journal of Educational Psychology (May, 1928), 19: 
313-328. 
f!/J. G. Yoshioka, "A Study of Bilingualism," Journal of Genetic Psy-
chology (September, 1929), 36:473-479. 
5/R. Pintner, "Comparison of American and Foreign Children on Intelli-
gence Tests," Journal of Educational Psychology (1923), 14:292-295. 
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1/ 
Sanchez- found that the average mental age of his Spanish bi-
linguists increased on successive verbal intelligence tests. He at-
tributed this gain in mental age to the added language facility that 
had been achieved during the intervals between tests. 
2/ 
Barke's- findings indicated that the monoglots of his investiga-
tion were superior to the bilinguists on the Northumberland Standard-
ized Test~ whereas the bilinguists were superior to the monoglots on 
the Pintner Non-Language Test. 
1_1 
Mitchell also found that the Spanish bilinguists of his investi-
gation worked under a serious handicap when taking verbal tests of in-
telligence in the lower grades of elementary school. The Italian sub-
4/ 
jects of Seidl's- investigation received significantly lower scores 
than the monoglots on the 1916 Revision of the Binet-Simon Scale, 
whereas the bilinguists were significantly superior to the monoglots 
on the Arthur Point Scale of Performance Tests. 
2./ 
Havighurst and Hilkevitch concluded that a performance test of 
!/I. Sanchez, 11Scores of Spanish-speaking Children on Repeated Tests," 
Pedagogical Seminar and Journal of Genetic Psychology (1932), 40:223-
231. 
2:_/E. M. Barke, "A Study of the Comparative Intelligence of the Children 
in Certain Bilingual and Monoglot Schools in South Wales," British 
Journal of Educational Psychology (1933), 3:237-250. 
3/A. J. Mitchell, "The Effect of Bilingualism in the Measurement of 
Intelligence,n Elementary School Journal (September, 1937), 38:29-37. 
~/J. c. Seidl, The Effect of Bilingualism on the Measurement of Intel-
ligence, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Fordham University, New 
York, 1937. 
~/R. J. Havighurst and R. H. Hilkevitch, "The Intelligence of Indian 
Children as Measured by a Performance Scale," Journal of Abnormal and 
Social Psychology (1944), 39:419-432. 
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intelligence·would be more valuable than a verbal intelligence test 
for the guidance and educational placement of Indian children in the 
southwestern part of the United States. 
1/ 
Shotwell found the Mexican subjects of his investigation to be 
"unduly penalized" when measured by verbal tests of intelligence which 
had been standardized on an American white population. 
2/ 
Darcy's- investigation on preschool bilingual subjects made lower 
scores than the monolingual subjects on the Stanford-Binet Scale and 
significantly higher scores than the monoglots on the Atkins Object-
Fitting Test. 
ll 
Portenier found the bilingual Japanese high-school seniors of 
his study to be significantly below the norms on several verbal tests 
of intelligence. While a few studies in the field have revealed that 
bilingualism did not serve as any handicap when verbal tests were used 
to measure intelligence, the general findings have been that bilinguists 
are penalized when their intelligence is measured on verbal tests of 
intelligence, but that there is no indication of the inferiority of bi-
lingual subjects when their performance on non-language tests of intel-
ligence is measured against that of monolingual subjects. 
1,/A. A. Shotwell, "Arthur Performance Ratings of Mexican and American 
High-grade Mental Defectives," American Journal of the Mentally De-
ficient (1945), 49:445-449. 
'1:._/N. T. Darcy, "The Effect of Bilingualism Upon the Measurement of the 
Intelligence of Children of Pre-school Age," Journal of Educational 
Psychology (1946), 37:31-44. 
'1,/L. G. Portenier, "Abilities and Interests of Japanese-American High 
School Seniors," Journal of Social Psychology (1947), 25:53-61. 
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3. Studies in Which Bilingualism Was Found to Have No Effect 
Upon the Measurement of Intelligence 
ll 
The findings of Bere led to the conclusion that the increased 
use of English in the home did not accompany a rise in scores on the 
Stanford-Binet Scale. 
'1:.1 
Feingold concluded as a result of his investigation that the 
mental differences as measured by the Army Alpha Test between the 
American-reared children of foreign races and the American-reared chil-
dren of Anglo-Saxons are too small to be considered significant. While 
3/ 
the Japanese students of Dars.ie' s- investigation were inferior to 
American students on the Stanford-Binet Scale, the scores of the two 
language groups on the Army Beta Scale were found to be practically 
identical. Significant differences were found between the scores of 
!±./ 
the American-whites and the Italians of Hirsch's investigation, when 
both groups were measured by the Pintner-Cunningham Primary Mental Test 
and the Dearborn Group Tests of Intelligence, Forms A and c. These 
differences were in favor of the American-whites. However, with respect 
1/M. Bere, A Comparative Study of the Mental Capacity of Children of 
Foreign Parentage, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 
1924, p. 105. 
2/G. A. Feingold, "Intelligence of First Generation of Immigrant 
Groups, 11 Journal of Education and Psychology (1924), 15:65-82. 
3/M. L. Darsie, "The Mental Capacity of American-born Japanese Children," 
Comparative Psychological Monograph (1926), 3:1-18. 
4/N. D. Hirsch, "A Study of Natio-racial Mental Differences," Genetic 
Psychology Monograph (1926), 1:231-407. 
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to the other nationalities studied, he found as great a difference be-
tween the mean I.Q. 1 s on the "non-English-speaking nationality groups 11 
as among the "English-speaking nationality groups." He concluded, 
therefore, that bilingualism was not the cause for lowering of mean 
I.Q. in any "non-English-speaking nationality groups" as among the 
"English-speaking nationality groups." 
1/ 
Lester found no significant difference between the performance 
of a group of Polish bilinguists and a group of Polish monoglots on the 
Stanford-Binet Scale or on a group performance test. 
2:_1 
Arthur found verbal tests of intelligence reliable measures of 
intelligence for children from non-English-speaking homes under speci-
fied conditions. 
11 
Hill found no significant differences between performance of 
Italian bilinguists and monoglots on the Pintner-Non-Language Test, the 
Otis Self-Administering Examination, the Stanford-Binet Scale, and the 
Army Beta Group Examination. However, it must be noted that Hill matched 
\ 
his groups with respect to mental age on other verbal intelligence tests 
before he began his investigation proper. 
1/0. F. Lester, "Performance Tests and Foreign Children, 11 Journal of 
Educational Psycholog;y: (April, 1929), 20:303-309. 
J:jG. Arthur, "The Predictive Value of the Kuhlmann-Binet Scale for a 
Partially Americanized School Population, 11 Journal of Applied Psy-
chology (1937), 21:359-364. 
1_/H. S. Hill, "Correlation Between IQ's of Bilinguals at Different 
Ages on Different Intelligence Tests," School and Society (1936), 
44:89-90. 
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]j 
Arsenian found no significant differences between the perform-
ances of high and low bilinguists or between monoglots and bilinguists 
on the Pintner Non-Language Test or on the Spearman Visual Perception 
Test. In comparing the results of high and low Jewish bilinguists, 
Pintner and Arsenian found no significant differences between the scores 
received by the two groups on the Pintner Intelligence Test or on the 
Pintner Language Test. 
2/ 
The bilingual and monolingual college students of Spoerl's- in-
vestigation did not differ significantly in their performance on the 
1937 Revision of the Stanford-Binet Scale. However, it must be re-
membered that the investigator had previously matched his group on the 
basis of scores achieved in the Hennon-Nelson Test of Mental Ability. 
ll 
Havighurst, Gunther, and Pratt concluded that Indian children 
should be expected to do well in a test of intelligence, such as the 
Goodenough Draw-a-man Test, which does not include any necessary use 
of language. 
!±I 
In an article summarizing more than 100 studies, Arsenian re-
ported in 1945 that bilingualism neither retards nor accelerates mental 
1./S. Arsenian, 'Bilingualism and Mental Development,· Teachers College, 
Columbia University, New York, 1937, p. 164. 
~/Dorothy T. Spoerl, "Bilinguality and Emotional Adjustment, 11 Journal 
of Abnormal and Social Psychology (January, 1943), 34:35-57 • 
. 
3/R. J. Havighurst, M, K. Gunther, and I. E. Pratt, "Environment and 
the Draw-a-man Test," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology (1946), 
41:50-63. 
4/Seth Arsenian, "Bilingualism in the Post-War World," Psychological 
Bulletin (1945), 42:65-68. 
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development. He concludes that the effect of bilingualism on intelli-
gence is not entirely clear; that the relationship between bilingual-
ism and intelligence is a causal one. Later investigators also seem 
to point out that bilingualism has no direct relationship to intelli-
gence. 
1/ 
In 1953, a master's thesis dealing with spelling errors in tran= 
scription classes of French-English bilingual students points to the 
fact that out of 933 words there were 234 misspelled. Analysis of 
these words showed that bilingualism confused poor spellers, especially 
when similarity in spelling was close, such as the words "verb," which 
in French is spelled "verbe"; ••recommend," which in French is "recommande"; 
"address," which in French is "adresse"; "literature, 11 which in French 
/ is "litterature. 11 The carry-over from one language to another ap-
parently did not help the transcriber of shorthand symbols. This 
probably indicates that bilingualism is confusing to the poor speller 
in a transcription class. 
The latest research on bilingualism and its effect on the devel-
£/ 
opment of the child was put out by the Welsh Research Advisory Council, 
whose basic aim is bilingualism and its effect in Welsh education. 
'J./ 
Morgan gives a warning against too great dependence upon non-verbal 
1/Sister Mary of St. Joseph-Armand, C.S.C., Analysis of Spelling Errors 
on the Transcription Work of French-English Bilingual Students, Unpub-
lished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1953. 
2/E. R. Morgan, "Effects of Bilingualism," Welsh Research, Advisory 
Council for Education, 1953, The Times Educational Supplement (December 
·13, 1957). 
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tests, where linguistic differences abound, but claims that to speak 
two languages does not appear to have adverse effect upon work in 
mechanical arithmetic and only a moderate effect on problem arithmetic. 
The author believes that none of the tests employed can be regarded as 
a wholly satisfactory means of testing Welsh-speaking children if the 
results are to be compared with those of English-speaking children, and 
vice versa. The author of the report emphasizes the fact that further 
researches are likely to be delayed seriously for lack of suitable and 
satisfactory test material in Welsh. 
All these researches, without distinction, are important, for they 
are indicative of the new attitude toward the policy of bilingualism 
now adopted in the schools. As stated at the beginning of this chapter, 
studies undertaken since 1925 have sought objectivity as a goal, while 
the very latest are being subjected to skilled analysts and investiga-
tions instead of haphazard judgments. The gradual advancement of edu-
cational research on the influence of a second language study should 
provide some guidance not only to the methods of teaching, but also 
the effect of a second language upon the general attainment of the 
child. 
ll 
In 1955 Leslau made an analysis of research pertaining to the 
effects of bilingualism. She claims that conflicting views are held 
by different writers. Several of Leslau's studies are taken from 
!/Charlotte Leslau, An Investigation of Studies Dealing with Bi-
lingualism, Review of Research, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, 1955,. 
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1/ 
Darcy's review. 
The summary.-- The summary of the findings of Darcy's 31 selected 
studies may be stated thus: The investigators who concluded that bi-
lingualism had a favorable effect on the measurement of the intelligence 
are in the minority. For instance, Davies and Hughes' studies may be 
questioned b.ecause of their neglect to control the variables such as 
socio-economic status and degrees of bilingualism, an omission which 
may have affected their findings. Also, Stark's study is not reliable 
since variables of sex and degree of bilingualism may have affected the 
results. 
The general trend in the literature relating to the effect of bi-
lingualism upon the measurement of intelligence has been toward the 
conclusion that bilinguists suffer from a language handicap when meas-
ured by verbal tests. In this particular study, bilinguists are meas-
ured on the basis of mental ability with reading achievement in both 
languages, English and French; and the speech frequency with results 
in reading. 
1/Natalie T. Darcy, "A Review of the Literature on the Effects of 
Bilingualism Upon the Measurement of Intelligence," Journal of 
Genetic Psychology (March), 82:21-57. 
CHAPTER III 
THE PRESENT STUDY 
1. Method of Procedure 
The approach.-- The purpose of this study, as already stated, is 
to determine the relationship between the mental ability of bilingual 
children and their achievement in the reading of French and English. 
Four elementary bilingual schools in the New Bedford area were selected, 
two of which are located at the extreme ends of the city, while the 
other two are more to the central part. The language influence of the 
southern part is strongly Portuguese; the northern part mostly French; 
and the central, partly French and partly English. The distinguishing 
characteristic of these bilingual schools is that as much time is given 
to the teaching of French and related subjects as to the regular pre-
scribed English course of study. These schools afford excellent oppor-
tunity for such undertaking. The eighth grade offers fine testing 
ground within which to conduct this experiment, because by the time the 
students have reached this grade they all have received uniform instruc-
tion in both English and French curricula for eight consecutive years. 
Transfer to these schools rarely occurs after the third grade, because 
the new students are unable to follow the French curriculum. If oc-
casional transfers do occur, they are likely to originate in schools 
having the same teaching situation. 
-25-
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Status of the population.-- The group participating in this study 
belongs to the Franco-American ethnic group. The bulk of the popula-
tion is found in the New England states centering in such areas as Boston, 
Burlington, Fall River, Hartford, Manchester, New Hampshire, Portland, 
Providence, Woonsocket, and Springfield. Twenty-five centers in New 
1/ 
England have a Franco-American population of more than 40,000 each.-
Estimates of the total Franco-American population of New England alone 
2/ 
totaled about 1,500,000 in 1948.- Of the 125,212 children enrolled 
in the Franco-American schools, over 100,000 are concentrated in New 
ll 
England. 
The acceptance of the concept that the Franco-American ethnic group 
has a great tenacity for the preservation of the use of the French lan-
guage is weakening with the succeeding generations. The retention of 
the French tongue must cope with problems engendered with environmental 
conditions, such as the impact of the English language, lack of interest 
in the French tongue, the desire not to be different from others. Con-
sequently, the third generation faces the tendency to reject the French 
!±I 
mother tongue in favor of the English. 
1/Wilmarth Starr, "Ethnic Groups in the United States and Intercultural 
Understanding an Action Program for FL Teachers," Northeast Conference 
on the Teaching of Foreign Language, Reports of the Working Committees 
1955, New York University, p. 105. 
:?:/"Le Comite Permanent de la Survivance Francaise en Amerique," La Vie 
Franco-Americaine, 1950, p. 258. 
l/Guide Officiel pour 1938. 
!±/~.' p. 10. 
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Economic background.-- The economic background of the group is in 
accordance with the standards of American industrial city life. There 
are few to whom the necessities of life are denied. There are mutual 
aid societies, "Caisses Populaires," and community banks serving the 
needs of the ethnic group. The individual occupational trades of the 
parents were obtained from the·school State Registers and were classi-
fied under four main headings: professional, skilled, semiskilled, and 
unskilled. On the whole, it is fair to say that the group belongs to 
the middle and lower-middle class. The professionals are few. The 
semiskilled constitute the greater portion of the wage earners. 
Economic status.-- The ethnic groups are representative of the 
middle and lower-middle class. As mill operators, clerks, and semi-
skilled workers they enjoy a standard of living in keeping with the 
American way of life. They are classified in four categories, as shown 
in Table 1. 
Table 1. The Four Occupational Classifications of Fathers 
Number of Professionals Skilled Semiskilled Unskilled Fathers 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
148 8 29 46 65 
(5%) (19 .4%) (31. 6%) (44%) 
Table 1 confirms that the unskilled group ranks first with an aver-
age of 44 per cent; the semiskilled workers follow with an average of 
31.6 per cent; skilled workers reach 19.4 per cent; the professionals 
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are a minority, representing 5 per cent of the total. The unskilled 
workers far outweigh the professional group. Many of the early studies 
do not include this variable. 
The social background.-- The parents of these children appreciate 
the advantage of a second language and take legitimate pride in main-
taining schools where their youngsters are taught the French tongue. 
Ironically enough, the younger generation does not particularly care 
to preserve this language heritage due to environmental widespread use 
of the English language; hence their inability to utilize their French 
cultural heritage. Unfortunately, they tend to forsake it, whereas the 
elite covet it. However, although parents on the one hand support bi-
lingual institutions, on the other, they relegate the imparting of this 
culture to the private schools. Evidence of this is that beginners in 
the primary grade are unable to understand the French teacher in basic 
classroom communication. This is a deplorable fact which negates the 
1/ 
language enthusiasm from the start. Andersson says: 
"Youngsters under six are faster at learning foreign 
languages. The average child between four and six years of 
age can learn to speak several languages simultaneously with-
out interfering with his ability to master his native tongue. 
By the time the child has reached high school, the child has 
slowed to a plodding walk, linguistically speaking." 
Andersson contends that after the age of six the child's ability to 
learn a foreign language slumps rapidly. He points out the fact that 
children at overseas American military bases quickly learn foreign 
1/Theodore Andersson, "Youngsters Under Six Are Faster," Educational 
Summary (January 5, 1954)~ p. 4. 
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languages, while their parents struggle with the new language. 
The situation of parents supporting private bilingual schools and 
depriving their children of their French language heritage is somewhat 
controversial, but nevertheless factual. Though the parents are of 
French descent, the language stream is inert; it flows not because the 
parents, do not assume the responsibility of passing the maternal tongue 
to their offspring. 
Questionnaire on bilingual background.-- The first measuring in-
1/ 
strument, the questionnaire, was used to obtain data representative 
of the student's degree of frequency of use of the English and French 
languages. This questionnaire served as a guide in determining whether 
the language dominating outside the classroom would reflect higher 
achievement in the English or the French tests. The words "Sometimes," 
"Often," "Always, 11 and "Never 11 are the degrees of the rating scale from 
which the scores of the frequency use of the French and English lan-
guages were computed. 
The questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first deals with 
the parents' birthplace and language use; the second bears on the stu-
dent's own language spontaneity. The purpose of the former is to ob-
tain an accurate picture of the family language background; the latter 
checks on the child's oral and written communication, optional readings, 
choice of radio programs, and language impulse in his habitual thinking. 
Each of the language arts is significant in the present study. The data 
obtained from the questionnaire are presented as each item is introduced. 
!/Appendix, p. 79. 
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The findings and results are expressed in per cent and average. 
The birthplace of both parents is an important factor in a study 
dealing with language. It may tend to influence the home language. 
Table 2 gives the birthplaces of the mothers and fathers, the number 
for each country, and the accompanying per cents. 
Table 2. Birthplaces of Fathers and Mothers with Number and Per Cent 
for Each Country 
Birthplace Number of Number of Per Cent of Per Cent of Fathers Mothers Fathers Mothers 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
United States 106 112 71 75 
Canada 36 35 24 23 
Portugal 3 2 
Others 3 3 2 2 
Dead 2 1 
Total 150 150 
Table 2 shows that the majority of the fathers and mothers are 
native to this country. The fathers reach 71 per cent and the mothers 
a little higher, 75 per cent. Next in line come the Canadian-born 
fathers with 24 per cent, and the Canadian mothers with 23 per cent. 
Items 3 and 4 (Portugal and Others) are negligible and will be dis-
regarded throughout this work. In item 5, two students reported their 
fathers dead and did not give the birthplace. A striking feature of 
Table 2 is that the number of Canadian-born fathers and mothers .is 
nearly equal. 
The second item of the questionnaire in Part I is the number of 
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years of residence in the United States of the foreign-born parents. 
As stated above, the birthplaces of items 3 and 4 are disregarded. 
The Canadian-born will receive attention as to the number of years of 
residence in this country. 
Table 3 gives the number of years of residence of canadian-born 
fathers and mothers in the United States. 
Table 3. Years of Residence in the United States of the Canadian-born 
Fathers and Mothers 
Years of 
Residence in U. S. 
(1) 
40 - 50. 0 0 • 0 •••• 0 ••• 0 • 0 •• 0 •••• 
3Q- 39oooeoeoooeooeoooooooooo 
20 - 29 o o o o o o o o 111 o o o e o o o o o o o o o o 
lQ 19ooooo••••••••••••oeoooeo 
1 .. 9oo"oooo"<DoooooooooooGoooo 
No answer ....... o •••••••••••••• 
Number of 
Fathers 
(2) 
11 
13 
1 
2 
2 
7 
Number of 
Mothers 
(3) 
8 
14 
4 
1 
2 
6 
Obviously, Table 3 reveals that the fathers and mothers of these 
students came to this country when very young. The average years of 
residence of the fathers is 43 years; for the mothers the average is 
34 years. It is justifiable to state that the number of years of resi-
dence in the United States of the Canadian-born fathers and mothers 
gives evidence that they have had the opportunity to acquire some pro-
ficiency in the English language and to warrant their citizenship. 
"Nationality," as interpreted here, signifies the descendant of 
a certain nation. The distinction made between Franco-American and 
Canadian is the place of birth; they both have the same language heri-
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tage in common, but the Canadians are Canadian born, while the Franco-
Americans are American born. 
Item 3 of the questionnaire deals with the nationality of the 
parents, i.e., belonging to a nation by nativity. Since the birthplace 
does not necessarily certify the nationality, an additional table gives 
specific data concerning the nationality of the 150 fathers and 150 
mothers. 
Table 4 shows the nationalities. of the fathers and mothers of the 
children who participated in this study. 
Table 4. Nationality of Fathers and Mothers of the 150 Participants 
Nationality Fathers Mothers 
(1) (2) (3) 
1. French . .......•........... -;t ••• 99 111 
2. Canadian . ................. It ••• 33 29 
3. English .. o ••••••••••• o .......... 7 3 
4. Portuguese .•..•.••...•.•.•••.• 7 2 
5. Belgian .................. " .... 2 0 
6. Italian . ............. o •••••••• 1 1 
7. Syrian . ........ o •••• o •••••••• e 1 1 
8. Austrian.· ....... .. ct •••••••••••• 0 1 
9·. Polish ........................ 0 2 
Total 150 150 
Of the nine nationalities recorded, numbers 1 and 2 lead. In the 
remaining numbers 3 to 9, there is a mixture of the French element on 
either side, else these children would not attend bilingual schools due 
to their inability to follow a half-day of French taught entirely in 
French. Only one exception, a boy of pure Syrian descent, followed the 
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bilingual classes throughout the elementary course. 
The degree to which the French and the Canadians have married 
within their own ethnic groups commands attention. One would assume 
that for this reason the home background would be dominated by the use 
of the French tongue. 
The next inquiry of the questionnaire is to discover what language 
the parents and children understand. Table 5 gives this information. 
Table 5. Languages Understood by Parents and Children 
Languages Number of Number of Number of Fathers Mothers Children 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
l. English. o •••••••••••••• 148 150 150 
2. French . ......•......... 140 146 150 
3. Portuguese or others •.• 2 4 0 
It will be noted that all the parents understand English (two are 
dead). In the comprehension of French, the fathers drop 8 points. 
The mothers maintain a ~ighet rate, dropping four points. All the 
children understand both languages. The next topic discusses the ef-
feet of environment on language achievement. 
2. The Influence of the Immediate Environment 
Differences in home atmosphere and parental behavior are reflected 
in children's language attainment in school as well as at home. Whether 
the learning of two languages at home in the child's early years is 
more of an asset than a liability in language development is a question 
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that has been long discussed. This problem is again prominent because 
of a tremendous influx of displaced families. It is commonly assumed 
that the child who is learning two languages will progress more slowly 
in each than he would if he were learning only one language. Three 
!/ 
studies by Smith, two of which were made with a limited number of 
children, indicate the truth of this assumption. She concludes that 
a bilingual environment does not delay the beginnings of speech. 
Table 6 shows the number of parents and children who understand 
both English and French. 
Table 6. Parents and Children Understanding English and French 
Languages Number of Number of Number of 
Understood Fathers Mothers Children 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
1. English •••••.••••.. 148 150 150 
2. French . ............ 140 146 150 
It will be noted that all parents and children, with the exception 
of two fathers, understand English. In the understanding of the French 
language, the fathers make a drop of 8 and the mothers 4. The children 
maintain a total of 150. Probably the schooling is reflected here. 
The next topic discusses the effect of environment on language 
achievement. The questionnaire reads~ "Do the following speak to you 
1/Madorah E. Smith, 11Some Light on the Problem of Bilingualism as Found 
from a Study of the Progress in Mastery of English Among Preschool 
Children of non-American Ancestry in Hawaii," Genetic Psychology Mono-
graph (May, 1939), 21:119-284. 
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in English?" Table 7 will give some light on the predominating lan-
guage frequency used in social contacts. 
Table 7. Frequency of Use of English by Relatives and Associates when 
Addressing the Child 
Relatives and Associates Frequent 
Addressing Child in Eng- Never Use Sometimes Always 
lish 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
l. Father . ........... · ... 5% 28% 27% 40% 
2. Mother . ............... 7 39 27 27 
3. Grandfather ••..•.•.•• 35 10 35 20 
4. Grandmother •••••..••• 50 12 30 8 
5. Brothers ••••• ~······· 6 8 7 79 
6. Siste~s •............. 6 8 5 81 
7. Relatives •••. ~ •.•.•.. 2 40 29 29 
8. Other boys and gir~s. 0 0 0 100 
The above table shows that English is the predominant spoken lan-
' guage used by relatives and associates when addressing the child. Ob-
viously, there is a sharp contrast between the grandparents and the 
rest of the groups. Fifty per cent of the grandmo.thers and 35 per cent 
of the grandfathers address their grandchildren in French. Evidently 
the opportunities afforded the child to hear the mother tongue are ere-
ated largely by the grandparents. 
No matter what the mental ability of the child may be, the language 
he learns is the language he hears about him. Naturally, his predis-
positions toward a language are not dictated solely by his parents' 
nationality, but also by his environment where he learns with ease 
through recreational centers, playgrounds, and schools. 
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Various experiences, then, will determine the child's language 
achievement. Table 8 bears on this premise. 
Table 8. A Percentage Comparison of the Students 1 Frequency Use ofi'the .. ! 
English and French Languages in Their Social Contacts with 
Family and Others 
Student 1 s Fre- Frequency Use of English Frequency Use of French 
quency Use of Language by Students Language by Students 
French and Eng- Some- Some-
lish in Social Never Often times Always Never Often times Always 
Contacts 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Father •••••.•.• 3~ 22% 23% 52% 39% 9% 49% 3% 
Mother .•..••••• 1 31 23 45 25 14 55 6 
Grandfather .••• 32 11 35 22 22 12 29 37 
Grandmother •••• 47 14 25 14 16 14 23 47 
Brothers and 
sisters •••... .8 10.2 8 81 65.2 4 30 .8 
Relatives ••••.• .6 31 32 36.4 23.2 10 66 1.8 
Other boys and 
girls . ........ 0 14 6 80 69.3 2 28 .7 
A comparison of the French and English language frequency use re-
veals clearly that the child has a natural tendency to speak English. 
This further corroborates the influence of the environment as stated 
above. 
Table 8 also shows that the positive column 11Always" in (5) main-
tains a high percentage for the language frequency use in English, ex-
cept the grandmothers' frequency use which drops to 14 per cent and 
the grandfathers' to 22 per cent. On the other hand, the frequency use 
of the French language rises to 47 per cent with the grandmothers in 
column (9) and 37 per cent for the grandfathers in column (9). Evi-
dently the previous generation is the only language stimulus for French. 
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Table 9 illustrates the frequency use of the French language by 
sex) an item overlooked in earlier studies. The frequency use data are 
compiled from the answers given in Part III of the questionnaire. 
Table 9. Comparison of the Frequency Use of the French Language of the 
Boys and Girls in Their Social Language Contacts with Family 
and Others 
Frequency 
Use of Never Often Sometimes Always Dead Answers I French Lan- Omitted 
guage by B G B G B G B G B G :s G 
Boys and 
Girls 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Father .•••• 22 31 7 7 42 35 3 3 
Mother ••.•• 18 18 11 12 44 42 1 4 
Grandfather 8 10 9 2 17 11 15 15 10 9 15 29 
Grandmother 7 5 8 6 16 14 19 33 8 2 16 16 
Brothers--
sisters •• 39 38 0 3 20 20 1 2 14 13 
Relatives.·. 11 15 6 12 55 47 2 2 
Other boys 
and girls 60 60 2 0 12 16 0 0 
Table 9 calls attention to the fact that both sexes have the same 
strong predilection for English. For the sake of analysis, the column 
"Always" is classified as "positive," and "Never" as 11negative. 11 Con-
sidering these two opposites, the "positive" frequency use for boys is 
41 and for girls, 59. The total negative frequency use for French is 
165 for boys and 171 for girls. The column "Sometimes" indicates that 
French is still used infrequently. Again, the grandparents maintain 
the highest total. 
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Table 9 presents a similar analysis. The columns "Often, 11 11Some-
times,11 and "Always" are classified as "positive," and "Never" as 
"negative. 11 The positive answers for the boys number 290 on 518 an-
swers; for the girls, 286 on 532 answers. At the other end, the neg-
ative frequencies for the boys are 165 on 518 answers; for the girls, 
177 on 532 answers. The table indicates that the grandparents are the 
promoters of the use of the French language by the growing generation. 
It is interesting to note that fewer boys than girls converse in French 
with their grandmothers. 
Assuredly, the data compiled in this survey confirm the idea ex-
pressed earlier that although parents relegate the imparting of the 
mother tongue to the private bilingual school, there still exists in 
the background an interest strong enough to keep the "language flame" 
burning. The grandparents and the school apparently are the media 
through which the second language is kept alive. 
3. Results of Findings on the Bilingual Background 
The preliminary questionnaire on the bilingual background of the 
150 students indicates that the grandparents are in the forefront in 
urging the growing generation to communicate in French. They provide 
the only significant opportunity outside the school to speak French. 
The use of radio and television being optional does not beget constant 
attention. It is only safe to conclude that outside the school the 
grandparents are the "Keeper of the Keys." 
Classroom experience has taught the writer that there is a close 
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relation between the success which children attain in learning to read 
and the satisfaction they find in their experience with reading. Chil-
dren who live in homes where reading in French is a vital part of the 
family living will develop a lifelong interest in the reading of that 
language. This will carry over into writing activities. Do the fam-
ilies in question provide the situation essential to stimulate their 
children to read and write in French? Table 10 points to a logical 
conclusion. 
Table 10. Percentage Estimate of the Frequency Use of French Reading 
and Writing in the Home 
Fre- Newspapers Books Letter-writing 
quency Father Mother Child Father Mother Child Father Mother Child 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Never 56% 51% 61% 57% 38.4% 27% 58% 24% 53% 
Often 6 8 4.3 9 17 12.3 9 13.5 3 
Some-
times 34 39 34 32 44 60 28 55 42 
Always 4 2 .7 2 .6 .7 5 7.5 2 
Unmistakably, the children come from homes where the reading of French 
is not a part of everyday living. This lessens the satisfaction which 
would make for increased interest and expansion of vocabulary in French. 
Consequently, writing in the language will be attempted rarely. 
In an age where the home is invaded by radio and television, good 
listening habits are all-important. Along with the other language arts, 
they give direction to thinking. Does French figure in choices of radio 
programs and. of spontaneous thinking done in French? 
Table 11. Frequency Use of French Radio Programs Listened to and the 
Average Amount of Thinking in French 
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Frequency Choice French Radio Programs Thinking in French 
(1) (2) (3) 
Never 24% 43% 
Often 9 13 
Sometimes 66 44 
Always 1 0 
Inspection of this table reveals that French programs always are 
lacking in popularity among these families and that none thinks in 
French. Sixty-six per cent reported that they sometimes follow them. 
On the other hand, 43 per cent report that they never do their think-
ing in French; there are none who always think in French. 
1/ £:./ 
Pintner and Keller and Stark mention that sex, considered a 
variable in language testing, has been overlooked in their studies. 
Here an attempt is made to include it by means of the data revealed 
in Table 12. 
1/R. Pintner and R. Keller, "Intelligence of Foreign Children," Journal 
of Educational Psychology (1922), 13:214-222. 
2/Carl J. Stark, "The Effects of Bilingualism on General Intelligence, n 
British Journal of Educational Psychology (September, 1940), 10:78-79. 
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Table 12. Use of English by Boys and Girls Expressed in Frequencies 
(Number of Students Tested: 74 Boys; 76 Girls) 
Frequency Never Often Sometimes Always Dead Answers Use of Omitted 
English B G B G B G B G B G B G 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Father •••• 2 2 21 14 17 17 34 43 
Mother •••. 1 0 25 21 15 20 32 35 1 
Grand-
father .• 15 15 6 3 15 10 11 9 5 7 22 32 
Grand-
mother .• 18 32 7 7 14 10 12 3 2 4 21 20 
Brothers--
sisters. 2 1 6 8 5 6 50 49 11 12 
Relatives. 1 0 25 21 22 29 24 24 2 2 
Other boys 
and 
girls ••• 0 0 10 9 7 2 57 65 
CHAPTER IV 
TESTING AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
1. Analysis of the California Test of Mental Maturity 
Non-Language Section, 1951 Edition 
1/ 
Purpose of the non-language section.-- Doctor Strang says: 
"Apparently the language part of a test measures one 
kind of mental ability and the non-language another type .•.• 
A verbal test of intelligence may give a misleading estimate 
of the mental ability of an individual who is retarded in 
reading and language." 
The use of two different tests, non-language and language, made 
possible the determination of whether a lack of reading ability or a 
lack of mental maturity accounts for a low achievement in the French 
and English languages. The California Test of Mental Maturity, Non-
Language Section, Intermediate Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition, integrates 
most of the mental factors, spatial relationship, logical and numeri-
1/ 
cal reasoning with a minimum of language involved. As Strang said, 
"It is not unusual to find in an individual two kinds of IQ's, a lan-
guage and a non-language IQ of different degrees." Therefore, it was 
of great consequence to evaluate at the outset the mental abilities of 
the 147 students. 
1/Ruth Strang, "The Relationship Between Certain Aspects of Intelli-
gence and Certain Aspects of Reading," Educational and Psychological 
Measurement (Winter, 1943), 11:4. 
1/~. 
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Mental maturity, as defined by Terman, is "an index of absolute 
level, indicating the level of development which a child has reached 
at a given time." The reason for having a non-verbal test as the ini-
tial step is to be able to compare the individual's potentialities with 
his achievement in reading in French and in English. 
Administration of the California Test of Mental Maturity, Non-
Language Section, Intermediate Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition.-- In June, 
1954, at the end of the pupils' eight years of elementary studies, the 
California Test of Mental Maturity, Non-Language Section, Intermediate 
Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition,was administered by the homeroom teachers to 
the students of grade eight in each of the four schools surveyed. The 
tests were returned to the writer, who hand-scored them and compiled 
the data for analysis. 
Analysis of data.-- The results of the California Test of Mental 
Maturity, Non-Language Section3 Grades 9-10, 1951 Edition, appear in 
Table 13. The condensed data describe the initial situation. The non-
language factors, such as immediate recall, sensing right and left, 
manipulation of areas, opposites, similarities, analogies, number series, 
and numerical quantity add to a total of 140, the highest possible score. 
1/Lewis M. Terman, The Intelligence of School Children, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1916, pp. 7-8. 
Table 13. Summary of Test Scores of the 147 Students Tested by the 
California Test of Mental Maturity, Non-Language Section, 
Intermediate Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition 
Number Highest Lowest Range Arithmetic Standard 
of Score Score of Median Mean Deviation 
Pupils Scores 
(1) (2) (3) {4) (5) (6) (7) 
147 134 60 74 102 100.86 13.75 
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Table 13 points to the fact that the difference between the high-
est score and the lowest is 74 points. This indicates a wide range of 
abilities, as expected in a nonselected population. The median is 102 
and the arithmetic mean is 100.86. Of these two measures of control 
tendency, the mean is more affected by the extreme irregularities. A 
standard deviation of 13.75 is characteristic of a heterogeneous group. 
Though no single pattern of distribution is expected, it is important 
to know something of the manner in which intelligence is distributed. 
Table 14 shows the distribution of intelligence quotients of the group 
tested in comparison with those in a normal population. 
Table 14. Distribution of Intelligence Quotients of the 147 Students 
Included in the Present Study as Compared with a Classifi-
cation Adapted from Terman and Merrill 1/ 
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Distribution of IQ Terman and Merrill IQ of the 147 Stu-Classification dents in This Study 
(1) (2) (3) 
Near genius or g~nius •••.• 140 and above 0 
Very superior .•.•.•......• 130 - U9 3 
Superior ...•.•.••.•..••••. 120 - 129 5 
Above average •••••••••.••• 110 
-
119 33 
Normal or average •••.••••• 90 
-
109 76 
Below average ••••••••••••• 80 
-
89 20 
Dull or borderline •••••••• 70 
-
79 7 
Feebleminded: moron ....... 60 
-
69 3 
Imbecile, idiot .••••...... 59 and below 0 
Table 14, column (3), shows the distribution of intelligence quo-
tients for this unselected group. It will be noted that 117 students 
fall within the average IQ of 100 or more and that 30 students fall 
below. According to Terman and Merrill, 45 per cent of a normal popu-
lation center within ten points of the average IQ of 100. In this par-
ticular group the number of students classified in that bracket is 76; 
ten above Terman and Merrill's estimate. 
The next step was to discover how well these individuals are 
achieving in comparison with their potentialities by administering 
reading tests in English and French. 
Administration of the California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 
1/Lewis M. Terman and Maud A. Merrill, Measuring Intelligence: A Guide 
to the Administrationcl the New Revised Stanford-Binet Tests of Intel-
ligence, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1937. 
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7-8-9, Form AA.-- The California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-
9, Form AA, was administered two days after the California Test of 
Mental Maturity, Non-Language Section, Intermediate Grades 7-10, 1951 
Edition, with the teacher of English as the examiner in charge. The 
writer deliberated as to whether or not the French test should come 
first, but finally gave priority to the English test because test di-
rections and general procedure given first in English would initiate 
the students for the coming French test. Had the French test been 
given first, the writer would be hesitant to pass judgment because of 
the many scientific words found in the California Reading Test, Inter-
mediate Grades 7-8-9, Form BB, French Translation, that do not remain 
within the experience of these bilingual students. 
Analysis of data.-- A complete picture of the reading achievement 
of the group on the California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, 
Form AA, appears in Table 15. The measures of central tendency point 
out a typical, heterogeneous group, while the measures of variability 
show the amount of deviation from the average of the group and take 
into account differences in abilities and achievement. 
Table 15. Summary of Test Scores of the 147 Students Tested by the 
California Reading Test 2 Intermediate Grades 7-8-9 2 Form AA 
Number Highest Highest Lowest 
of Possible Score Score Median Arithmetic Standard 
Students Score Obtained Obtained Mean Deviation 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
147 145 135 59 102 102.33 14.85 
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An examination of Table 15 indicates that the measures of central 
tendency are identical, but that the nature of distribution presents a 
scattered group of abilities. A standard deviation of 14.85 is not 
significantly large. This table can be interpreted to mean that though 
the median and the mean are identical, there exists, nevertheless, a 
difference in the range of ability as indicated by the standard devia-
tion of 14.85. 
Administration of the California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 
7-8-9, 1951 Edition, Form BB, French translation.-- Parallel testing is 
one way of providing an equivalent evaluation of ability and achieve-
ment in foreign language. In this particular case, another Form of the 
California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, Form BB, was trans-
lated into French. The personnel of the California Test Bureau reviewed 
the French translation of the California Reading Test, Intermediate 
Grades 7-8-9, Form BB, from the standpoint of test construction and 
lf 
translation. The following is an excerpt from the letter received: 
"The translation of the test items is as close as anyone 
can come to a translation. However, the question has been 
raised if, when one translated from English to French, the words 
still remain within the experience of the bilingual students in 
Grades 7-9. It might be worth while to determine if the words 
as they now exist in the French translation are words that 7th, 
8th, and 9th grade pupils use when they speak French." 
The one concern of the language experts of the California Test 
Bureau was the use of their established norms when applied to the French 
reading. The writer had thought of that at the outset, but was hopeful 
l/Stanley Ostrom, Director of Test Development, California Test Bureau, 
Los Angeles, California, October 4, 1956. 
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that the study in itself would lead to some indication of whether or 
not the same norms could be used for both the English and the French 
reading. In this study, parallel testing is purposely intended and 
should be consistently maintained in order to discover the true picture. 
The same norms applied to both languages should help to maintain the 
reliability of the correlation. 
Translation of the Teacher's Manual into French.-- The Teacher's 
Manual of the California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, Form 
Jm_, was transla.ted and also sent to the California Test Bureau for eval-
uation. The language personnel mentioned six points: typographical 
errors, French accents, numbering of pages incorrectly, omission of 
words and samples, and an attempt to digest directions. The summariz-
1/ 
ing connnen t was : 
"Obviously, all of the comments listed above are nega-
tive. We are assuming that you are more interested in knowing 
where we feel that errors have been made than in having the 
good portions of the translation called to your attention ••.• 
We would be interested in hearing the results of any compar-
ability study you wish to carry on in this regard." 
A full week elapsed before the California Reading Test, Inter-
mediate Grades 7-8-9, Form BB, 1951 Edition, French Translation, was 
distributed to the schools. The students' unawareness of the forth-
coming French Reading Test maintained an attitude similar to that for 
the English Reading Test. Though the California Reading Test, Inter-
mediate Grades 7-8-9, Form BB, 1951 Edition, French Translation, is an 
equivalent of the California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, 
1:_/0strom, op. cit. 
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FormAA, 1951 Edition, it is by no means identical. By translating 
another Form of the same reading test, the correlation coefficient was 
freed from any factors making for artificial relationship, which usu-
ally results in a high coefficient. 
This time the teachers of French were the examiners of the 147 
students. The students had the same feeling of confidence as for the 
English test, because taking a French test under the direction of the 
French teacher was simply natural. The teachers read the directions in 
French, thereby maintaining the customary classroom atmosphere. The 
answers were written on white composition paper and the data were com-
piled for examination. 
Analysis of data.-- Data of the California Reading Test, Intermedi-
ate Grades 7-8-9, Form BB, 1951 Edition, French Translation, are dis-
quieting when considering the measures of central tendency and of vari-
ability. Table 16 presents the findings in a compact form. 
Table 16. Summary of the Findings of the 147 Students Tested by the 
California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, Form BB, 
1951 Edition, French Translation 
Number Highest Highest Lowest 
of Possible Score Score Median Arithmetic Standard 
Students Score Obtained Obtained Mean Deviation 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) {6) (7) 
147 145 123 44 89 88.70 15.30 
In Table 16 the measures of central tendency are approximately the 
same, although the nature of the distribution tends to disperse the 
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standard deviation. Still, a standard deviation of 15.30 is not sig-
nificantly large. This can be interpreted to mean that though the 
median and the mean are very close, the standard deviation of 15.30 
upholds the tendency of the scores to scatter themselves from the 
middle scale or the middle score. Here the degree of deviation is 
15.30, a difference of .0085 when compared with English reading. 
Summary review of first part.-- In the first part of Chapter IV, 
the three tests--California Test of Mental Maturity, Intermediate 
Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition; California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 
7-8-9, Form AA; and California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, 
Form BB, French Translation--were administered, tabulated, and analyzed, 
and the data presented on the basis of descriptive test scores; that 
is, measures of central tendency and of variability. For the sake of 
closer examination and direct comparison, the results of this first 
part reappear in a single table. At a glance, Table 17 exposes in a 
compact form the results obtained on the three tests given to the par-
ticipating students. 
Table 17. A Compact Review of the Three Tests Taken 
Tests Median Arithmetic Standard 
. Taken Mean Deviation 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Mental Maturity •••••• 102 100.86 13.75 
English Reading •.•••• 102 102.33 14.85 
French Reading 
(translated form 
BB) ....... ~~~ •••• !It ••• , 89 88.70 15.30 
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Of the three measures, the median is the least reliable and is not 
much used in experimental work. Obviously, the standard deviation in-
creases by one with every test; still, a standard deviation of 15.30 is 
not significantly large. This summary table can be interpreted to mean 
that the point of balance between the high and low scores of the French 
reading is larger, 88.70. The standard deviation of 15.30 shows that 
two thirds of the scores are found within the limits of 15.30 points 
above and 15.30 points below the mean. 
2. Correlation of the Different Tests 
Correlation between the California Test of Mental.Maturity, Non-
Language Section, Intermediate Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition, and the Cal-
ifornia Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, Form AA.-- Correlation 
is a valuable tool in educational research, especially when two or more 
test scores are to be compared with the view of finding factors which 
are common to both. In this particular investigation, the determina-
tion of the relationship between the scores of the mental maturity, the 
English, and the French reading tests constitutes the importance of 
this study. The problem of finding the degree of correlation lies in 
the Pearson Product-Moment method~ because it is the most commonly used. 
Table 18 shows the paired results of the data of the two sets, the 
California Test of Mental Maturity, Intermediate Grades 7-10, 1951 Edi-
tion, and the California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9 2 Form 
M· 
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Table 18. Correlation of Test Scores of the California Test of Mental 
Maturity, Non-Language Section, Intermediate Grades 7·10, 
1951 Edition, and the California Reading Test, Intermediate 
Grades 7-8-9, Form AA 
Correlation of Test Scores 
on 
(1) 
Mental Maturity •••.••.•••••.•••.• 
English Reading ••••••..•.•••••••• 
S.D. 
13.747 
r 
(3) 
.6024 
Table 18 makes it clear that a correlation coefficient of .6024 
warrants a significant degree of relationship between the scores of the 
two tests, Mental Maturity and English Reading. This may be interpreted 
to mean that a correlation coefficient of .6024 shows marked relation-
ship, since a correlation coefficient may vary from +1.0, indicating 
perfect positive relationship through all of the possible decimals to 
zero (0), indicating no relationship whatsoever. Evidently .6024 has 
prognostic power. 
Correlation between the California Test of Mental Maturity, Non-
Language Section, Intermediate Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition, and the cal-
ifornia Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, Form BB, French Trans-
lation.-- In the correlation of both the English and the French tests, 
the mental ability was kept a constant. The California Reading Test, 
Form BB, French Translation, brought forth the doubt of the applicabil-
ity of the norm set by the California Test Bureau of Los Angeles, Cal-
ifornia. As stated previously, many of the words once translated into 
the French language do not remain within the experience of bilingual 
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students of grades 7, 8, and 9. Still, the work was carried on for the 
educational purpose for which this study was undertaken. The correla-
tion of the California Mental Maturity Test, Non-Language Section, In-
termediate Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition, with the California Reading Test, 
Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, Form BB, French Translation, should throw 
light on this. investigation. 
Table 19 gives the data obtained on the single measures, the means. 
The standard deviation shows the degree of relationship between the two 
series of test scores of the Mental Maturity, Non-Language Section, 
Intermediate Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition, and the California Reading Test, 
Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, Form BB, French Translation. 
Table 19. Correlation of the Test Scores of the Mental Maturity, Non-
Language Section, and the California Reading Test, Inter-
mediate Grades 7-8-9, Form BB, French Translation 
Correlation of Test Scores 
on 
(1) 
Mental Maturity •••..•.•..•.•••••••• 
California Reading Test, French 
Translation ........... 8 ............ . 
S.D. r 
(2) (3) 
13.747 
15.298 .5562 
Table 19 gives a gleam of light. There is a fair degree of posi-
tive relationship. A correlation coefficient of .5562 is significant. 
This can be interpreted to mean that there is sufficient evidence to 
warrant any doubt between the relationship of Mental Maturity and French 
reading. 
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Correlation between the Reading Vocabulary of the California Read-
ing Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, Form AA, and the Reading Vocabulary 
of the California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, Form BB, may 
be questioned. The reading vocabulary is composed of 180 words selected 
from the four principal areas of the school curriculum: mathematics, 
science, social science, and general vocabulary, which constitute the 
fundamental reading vocabulary. Here it is of interest to the writer 
to find out the degree of correlation between the English and the French 
vocabulary sections. Table 20 points out the degree of correlation be-
tween the English vocabulary and the French translated Form BB as com-
puted by the Pearson Product-Moment method. 
Table 20. Correlation of the Reading Vocabulary, Section I, of. the 
California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, Form AA, 
and the Reading Vocabulary, Section I, of the California 
Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, Form BB, French 
Translation 
Reading Vocabulary Number of S.D. Mean Section Students Difference r 
(1) (2)" (3) (4) (5) 
English Form AA ••••••• 147 9.579 
9.694 .7292 
French Form BB .••••... 147 10.682 
In Table 20 the standard deviation for the English vocabulary is 
9.579 and for the French vocabulary, 10.682, with a positive r of .7292. 
The degree of correlation is significantly large and means that the two 
tests evidently agree, since the amount of relationship is .7292. 
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Correlation between the Reading Comprehension on the English Test 
and the Reading Comprehension on the French FormAA.-- The Reading Com-
prehension of Part 2, Section G, is worthy of analytical study, because 
in this section lie most of the words which once translated into the 
French language did not remain within the experience of bilingual stu-
dents of grades 7, 8, and 9. Examples of such words are: tourneur for 
turney, margueterie for inlaid, chantier for lumberman, maintenir en 
echec for maintain a hold, ondes for waves, rustigue for crude, ondes 
imparfaites d'etincelles humides for damp spark waves, tubes sans air 
for vacuum tubes, radio-diffusion for radio broadcast, encountered by 
the students in Section G of Part 2, Interpretation. Table 21 gives 
the results obtained on Section G of Part 2, Interpretations. 
Table 21. Correlation of Results Obtained on the Reading Comprehension 
Section G, Interpretations, Form AA, and the Reading Compre-
hension Section G, Interpretations, Form BB, French Transla-
tion 
Comprehension Mean S.D. r Section G Difference 
(1) (2) {3) (4) 
English, Form AA ••••••• .4102 6.693 
French, Form BB •••.•••• 5.871 • 7183 
Table 21 clearly reveals the situation of the Reading Comprehen-
sion. A standard deviation of 6.693 for English comprehension and 5.871 
for French obviously presents narrow dispersion. The correlation co-
efficient of .7183 is fairly significant, which means that the pupils' 
ability to read English and French is on strong comparable basis. The 
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degree of variation is small and that of agreement is .7183. 
Correlation between grade placement on Mental Maturity Test with 
grade placement on the California Reading Test, Form AA.-- The grade 
placement on both tests may bring to light another facet of the situa-
tion. Would the French reading placement grade be out of joint with 
the English reading grade placement? The correlation results appear-
ing in Table 22 give this information. 
Table 22. Correlation of the Grade Placement Test Scores on the Mental 
Maturity Test and on the English Reading Test, Form AA 
Grade Placement 
Correlation on 
(1) 
Mental Maturity .•••••••.•.••• 
English Reading, Form AA ••••• 
S.D. 
(2) 
1.824 
1.273 
r 
(3) 
.~5229 
A standard deviation of 1.824 on the Mental Maturity Grade Place-
ment and 1.273 on English Reading indicates close clustering of test 
scores around the median. A correlation of .5229 is significant. This 
may be interpreted to mean that the grade placement of the students and 
their reading ability are in accord because there exists between the 
two a fair degree of positive relationship, which is .5229. 
Correlation between grade placement on Mental Maturity Test and 
grade placement on the Reading Test, Form BB, French Translation.--
The correlation of the Mental Maturity Grade Placement Test scores and 
the Reading Test, Form BB, French Translation, shows another facet of 
the reading situation of these bilingual children. Table 23 points out 
the results obtained. 
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Table 23. Correlation of the Grade Placement Test Scores of the Mental 
Maturity, Non-Language Section, and the California Reading 
Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, Form BB, French Translation 
Grade Placement 
Correlation on 
(1) 
Mental Maturity .••••.•.••••.•.• 
California Reading, French, 
Form BB ...................... . 
S.D. r 
(2) (3) 
1.824 
1.069 .5054 
In Table 23 a standard deviation of 1.824 for the Mental Maturity 
and 1.069 for French Reading, and a correlation coefficient of .5054 
for grade placement, are a little disquieting. Disquieting because the 
grade placement norms were adapted to English-reading population. Here 
the writer applied the same to a restricted bilingual group of 147 stu-
dents. However, the purpose of attempting any comparability of grade 
placement is to obtain a true picture of the study. A correlation co-
efficient of .5054 for grade placement between Mental Maturity and the 
translated French Form BB is meaningful and may be interpreted to mean 
that the grade placement norms set by the California Test Bureau for 
the English reading remained applicable to the French translated Form BB. 
This fairly high correlation was unexpected. 
Summary of second part of chapter.-- The summary of the first part 
of Chapter IV appears in a compact form on page 50, giving the results 
of the measures of central tendency and the measure of variability. 
This second part of Chapter IV restates in a similar manner the find-
ings of all the correlation tables so as to permit the reader to derive 
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at sight some pertinent conclusions. Table 24 gives ready data of the 
tests and section of tests as mentioned in the table. 
Table 24. Correlation of All Tests and of Sections of Test Appearing 
in Second Part of Chapter IV. 
Test Correlation 
or Section of Test S.D. Coefficient 
(1) (2) (3) 
Mental Maturity •••.•••.••••.• 13.75 
.6024 English Reading ••.•.••••••••. 14.85 
Mental Maturity ...•••• 0 ••• a 0. 13.75 
.5562 French Reading . ..... o •••••••• 15.30 
English Vocabulary Section ••• 9.579 
.7292 French Vocabulary Section •••• 10.682 
English Comprehension Section 6.693 
• 7183 French Comprehension Section. 5.871 
Mental Maturity •.•••••••••.•• 1.824 
.5229 English Grade Placement •••••• 1.273 
Table 24 is intended to give a general picture of all the correla-
tions undertaken showing the degree of relationship between the paired 
scores. A valuable degree of relationship must not always approach 
1.00; but as a fact, a correlation of .40 or .50 between two sets of 
variables indicates relationship of worth-while importance, since 
neither perfect correlation nor zero correlation is likely to be encoun-
tered in actual data. In Table 24 all correlations are above .50, a 
fact worthy of note. 
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3. Correlation by Homogeneous Groupings 
Three groups--A, B. c.-- A correlation coefficient obtained on a 
selective basis may light another candle on this comparative study. 
Grouping the mental abilities into three categories--A, B, and c--may 
reveal whether the upper, middle, or lower strata achieve relatively 
better. This cross correlation is another way of obtaining facts on 
the English and French reading of these bilingual students. 
Group A.·- Group A includes those students with IQ's of 110 and 
above. It is made up of 32 students selected from the upper strata of 
the entire group tested. In Table 25 appear the correlation results 
of the Group A students in the Mental Maturity and the English Reading, 
Form AA, test scores. 
Table 25. Group A--Correlation of the Scores of 32 Selected Students 
on the California Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, FormAA, 
and the California Test of Mental Maturity, Non-Language 
Section, Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition 
Group A Tests Number of IQ Mean 
Correlated Students Range Difference r 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
English Reading 32 110-Above 
1.5125 .• 5519 
Mental Maturity 32 110-Above 
Table 25 shows that a positive correlation coefficient of .5519 is 
significant but is not particularly high. This selective group of bi-
lingual students includes only those with IQ's of 110 and above. A 
little more than one fifth of the total of 147 students fall into Group A. 
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The test scores obtained by the Group A students on the Mental 
Maturity, Non-Language Section, Intermediate Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition, 
and the Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, Form BB, French Trans-
lation, are correlated by making use of the same method, the Pearson 
Product-Moment, and results appear in Table 26. 
Table 2Q. Group A--Correlation of the Test Scores of 32 Selected Stu-
dents of the Mental Maturity, Non-Language Section, Grades 
7-10, 1951 Edition, with the California Reading Test, Inter-
mediate Grades 7-8-9, Form BB, French Translation 
Group A Tests Number of IQ, Mean 
Correlated Students Range Difference r 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Mental Maturity 32 110-134 
2.4531 .4710 
French Reading 32 110-134 
Table 26 shows that the correlation coefficient between the Mental 
Maturity and the French Reading Tests of the Group A students is .4710. 
A positive correlation of .4710 is lower than the correlation of the 
English reading. This can be interpreted to mean that the mental matur-
ity and French reading correlated to a fair degree, but are on a lower 
level than the English reading. There is a difference of .0809 between 
the two correlations. 
Group B.-- The same procedure will be followed by the next group, 
Group B students. Their total number is 86, and their IQ's range from 
89 to 109. Table 27 gives the results of the findings. 
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Table 27. Group B--Correlation of the Test Scores of the Mental 
Maturity, Non-Language Section, Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition, 
with the California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-
9, Form AA 
Group B Tests Number of IQ Mean r Correlated Students Range Difference 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Mental Maturity 86 89-109 
.063 .2911 
English Reading 86 89-109 
Group B is the largest of the three groups. It comprises more 
than one half of the students tested. The IQ's of this particular 
group range from 89:.:to 109. 
The correlation coefficient between the mental maturity and the 
English reading is .2911, which, though not high, is positive. 
Table 27 can be interpreted to mean that the individual cases 
tend to disperse widely in spite of ability grouping. Evidently this 
decreases the amount of correlation. 
Table 28 gives the results obtained on the correlation of the 
Mental Maturity and the French Reading Test scores of the 86 students 
included in Group B. 
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Table 28. Group B·-Correlation of the California Mental Maturity Non-
Language Section, Intermediate Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition, 
and the California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, 
Form BB, French Translation 
Group B Tests Number of IQ Mean 
Correlated Students Range Difference r 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Mental Maturity 86 89-109 
1.028 .2594 
French Reading 86 89- 109 
Table 28 gives evidence that the amount of relationship between 
mental maturity and French reading is somewhat lower than the English. 
When a positive coefficient exists, the reason is not apparent in the 
data; it must be sought elsewhere. Here the writer believes that the 
comprehension of unfamiliar expressions, such as those found in Section 
B of the test dealing with the lumber camp industry, was more difficult 
for the pupils because such expressions are rarely heard. 
A correlation of .2594 is positive. 
Group c--correlation between Mental Maturity and English Reading.--
Group C includes 29 students with IQ's ranging from 90 and below. The 
Pearson Product-MOment method is always in use. Table 29 gives the 
data obtained in the correlation. 
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Table 29. Group C--Correlation of the California Mental Maturity Non-
Language Section, Intermediate Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition, 
and the California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, 
Form AA 
Group C Tests Number of IQ Mean 
Correlated Students Range Difference r 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Mental Maturity 29 89-below 
1.159 .0515 
English Reading 29 89-below 
Table 29 shows a correlation of .0515, which is low but neverthe-
less remains positive. As stated above, the reason is not apparent in 
the data and must be sought elsewhere. Table 29 gives the IQ's of 
these students which range from 89 and below, and this may explain the 
reason why the correlation is low but obviously in keeping with the 
group's mental ability. Evidently a correlation of .0515 has no prog-
nostic power, but it maintains the positive relationship. 
Group C--correlation between Mental Maturity and French Reading.--
The one remaining correlation for Group C appears in Table 30. 
Table 30. Group C--Correlation of the California Mental Maturity Non-
Language Section, Intermediate Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition, 
and the California Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, 
Form BB, French Translation 
Group C Tests Number of IQ Mean 
Correlated Students Range Difference r 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Mental Maturity 29 89-below 
.748 .3541 
English Reading 29 89-below 
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Table 30 reveals that higher relationship exists between the men-
tal maturity scores and the French Reading, Translated, Form BB. A 
correlation of .3541 is signific~nt, indicating that the individual 
scores tend to draw more closely together and thus increase the degree 
of relationship. Throughout the testing it is the first time that 
French is higher, a somewhat disturbing factor to the writer because 
with the superior Group A and the middle Group B the correlation of 
mental maturity with French reading was lower. This is unaccountable, 
and the writer would question whether these students communicate more 
easily in the French language in spite of their IQ limits. 
Summary review of third part o.f Chapter IV.-- A compact summary 
review of this third part of Chapter IV may help the reader to visual-
ize in a close-up the entire results obtained by the co~relation of 
scores of the different tests by homogeneous grouping. The partici-
pants in this study were divided into three categories--Groups A, B, 
and C. Group A students were in the upper strata of mental ability, 
with IQ's from 110 and above; Group B students were in the 90 to 109 
IQ range; and Group C included students with IQ's of 89 and below. 
Table 31 is descriptive of the findings. 
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Table 31. Summary of All the Correlation Tables of Groups A, B, and C 
Included in Third Part of Chapter IV 
Group 
{1) 
A 
B 
c 
Number of 
Students 
(2) 
32 
86 
29 
IQ 
Range 
(3) 
110-above 
90-109 
89-below 
Tests Correlated 
(4) 
Mental Maturity 
English Reading 
Mental Maturity 
French Reading 
Mental Maturity 
English Reading 
Mental Maturity 
French Reading 
Mental Maturity 
English Reading 
Mental Maturity 
French Reading 
r 
(5) 
.5519 
.4710 
.2911 
.2594 
.3541 
.3541 
Table 31 shows that all the correlation coefficients are positive 
and that the degrees of relationship vary in accordance with the IQ 
grouping, indicating that a consistent positive degree of relationship 
exists between mental maturity and achievement in both the English and 
French languages. 
Comparison of grade norms--Groups A, B, c.-- The writer feels that 
a comparison of grade norms of these 147 students with the grade norms 
of the California Test Bureau be considered because a real evaluation 
of any scores can only be determined when they are compared with scores 
of other specific school groups. The grade norms of the California 
Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, are based on the score of one 
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half million students. Their median IQ is 100; their corresponding 
grade norm is grade eight. The California Reading Test standard devi-
ation is 16 points. The standard deviation obtained in this study is 
14.85, which is a little higher than the grade norm of the California 
Test. In this final comparison the homogeneous categories will be the 
same, i.e., Group A, Group B, and Group C. 
Table 32 illustrates the grade norms established by the California 
Reading Test, Intermediate Grades, for any Forms published and the cor-
responding grade placement obtained by the 32 students of Group A whose 
IQ's range from 110 and above. 
Table 32. Grade Norms Set by the California Reaaang Test, Intermediate 
Grades 7-8-9, for any of the Forms Published, with the Cor-
responding Grade Achievement of Group A (IQ's 110-above) 
California Reading Test GrouE A Grou.e A 
Grade Norms Grade Placement Grade Placement 
(Years-Months) English Reading French Reading 
(1) (2) (3) 
11.5 
-
11.9 High. " ........... 1 0 
11.0 
-
11.4 Low ..•..... ...... 2 0 
10.5 
-
10.9 High .•.•. .. e ••••• 3 0 
10.0 - 10.4 LOWaeoooo•••••••• 5 2 
9.5 - 9.9 High. o o o e o o o e o o o o 4 5 
9.0 
-
9.4 Low ••••••••.•.... 7 5 
8.5 
-
8.9 High ....•.. ...... 4 4 
8.0 
-
8.4 Low • ••••••.••.••• 3 5 
7.5 
-
7.9 High •••...•. ..... 3 5 
7.0 
-
7.4 Low • .•••••••••• G • 0 5 
6.5 
-
6.9 High . .......... o • 0 1 
6.0 
-
6.4 Low • •••••••••••.• 0 0 
Total 32 32 
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The arithmetic mean for the grade placement of Group A is well in 
accord with the California Readin~ Test grade norms. A mean of 9.4 for 
English reading is above the standards set by the California Test 
Bureau. It must be understood that Group A is a selective group with 
IQ's of 110 and above. The mean for the French translation Form BB is 
8.0, which is rated grade eight low-level reading by the California 
Test Bureau. Again this illustrates the fact that in all groups the 
French reading remains lower. 
The same comparison of grade norms for Group B in reading in English 
and in French is shown in Table 33. 
Table 33. Comparison of Grade Norms Set by California Reading Test, In-
termediate Grades 7-8-9, for Any Forms Published with the 
Reading Achievement Grade Placement Obtained by Group B (86 
Students, IQ's 90-109) 
California Reading Test 
Grade Norms 
{Years-Months) 
(1) 
10.5 - 10 .. 9 High .•••••.••..•••.•• 
10.0- 10,.4 LOWooo•••••·••••"••••• 
9.5 - 9.9 High . .....•........... 
9.0 - 9.4 LOWoooo•••••.•••o••••• 
8.5 
-
8.9 High .• 0 ••••• It ••• 0 ••• II 
8.0 
-
8.4 Low • .•• ~ • • .••..• • •..• 
7.5 
-
7.9 High ...•.....•. It ••••• 
7.0 - 7.4 Low • ••••••••.••.•..•• 
6.5 - 6.9 High . ............•... 
6.0 - 6.4 Low •••• .•.•.••••.•.•. 
5.5 
-
5.9 High .. 0 0 0 • 0 G ••••••••• 
5.0 - 5.4 Low • .•.•••. ~ .......... 
Total 
Grou:e B Grou:e B 
Grade Placement Grade Placement 
English Reading French Reading 
(2) (3) 
2 0 
8 2 
19 2 
11 7 
16 7 
14 14 
10 25 
6 15 
0 5 
0 8 
0 1 
0 0 
86 86 
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Table 33 shows that Group B achieves on a lower level of reading 
in both languages. The arithmetic mean for the English reading is 
high grade eight or 8.76 with one month retarded; the mean for the 
French reading is a high grade seven or 7.86, which means a whole year 
retarded according to the norms of the California Reading Test. Evi-
dently these bilingual students achieved a relative basis for both lan-
guages, but French is on a lower level. 
An identical comparison of grade norms for Group C in reading in 
French and in English appears in Table 34. 
Table 34. Comparison of Grade Norms Set by the California Reading Test, 
Intermediate Grades 7-8-9, for Any Forms Published with the 
Reading Achievement Grade Placement Obtained by Group C 
(29 Students, IQ's 89 and below) -
California Reading Test 
Grade Norms 
(Years-Months) 
(1) 
10.5- 10.9 High ••••••••••••••••• 
10.0 - 10.4 Low . ........ Q •••• ,., .,. • ~~~ 
9.5 
-
9.9 High . ...•.. If> , •••••••••• 
9.0 
-
9.4 Low • ••••••••••••••••• 
8.5 
-
8.9 High •• ...... "' ......... 
8.0 
-
8.4 Low • •.•...•••.•..•••.• 
7.5 
-
7. 9. High • • o e o o o o .e o e o o o o v o 
7.0 - 7.4 Low • •••••••• o •••••••• 
6.5 
-
6.9 High • .•.... 0 ••.••••• G • 
6.0 - 6.4 LOWoq:oooooooooooo•••• 
5.5 
-
5.9 High . .•..•.••.... o •••• 
5.0 
-
5.4 Low••••••••••e••••••• 
Total 
GrouE c GrouE C 
Grade Placement Grade Placement 
English Reading French Reading 
(2) (3) 
1 0 
1 0 
1 1 
4 1 
2 4 
2 2 
5 3 
6 3 
5 8 
1 2 
1 4 
0 1 
29 29 
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Table 34 presents the reading achievement of Group C and its grade 
placement. Reading achievement grade placements are somewhat higher 
in English and lower in French, but both are below the norms set by the 
California Reading Test. This means that in English 18 students are re-
tarded and in French 21 such students are retarded. Group C comprises 
students with IQ's of 89 and below. Homogeneous grouping gives a more 
reliable estimate of the reading ability of the groups and their grade 
placements. 
4. Results and Conclusion 
The real significance of a comparative study is to be able to 
compare the score with the average accomplishment "of specific age or 
group as already stated. In this study the measuring instrument in 
the reading of French and English was the standardized California Test 
of Mental Maturity, Non-Language Section, and the California Reading 
Test, Form AA and Form BB, which was translated into the French lan-
guage. Though the study does not give a forthright conclusion, the 
fact remains that some light is shed on the situation. 
The Preliminary Questionnaire, with its 55 questions on the bi-
lingual background of the 147 testees, confirms the idea that the evolu-
tion of the Franco-American group and the disappearance of spoken French 
from the home are evidences that the ancestral tongue is losing ground; 
also the acceptance of the saying that the Franco-Americans have great 
tenacity for the preservation of the French language is weakening with 
each succeeding generation. Nearly all parents understand French but 
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do not speak it to their children, although these children attend bi-
lingual schools here in New England. The only ones providing the op-
portunity for the survival of French are the grandparents, with 59 per 
cent of the grandmothers and 35 per cent of the grandfathers addressing 
their grandchildren in French. In their social contacts, both the boys 
and girls have a predilection for English, with an average frequency 
use of the French language about one thirtieth of their habitual oral 
communication. The approximate percentage estimate of the frequency 
of use was based on the responses "Never," "Often," "Sometimes," and 
"Always~' of the questionnaire. 
On French 61 per cent reported that they 11never11 read French in 
the home; 55 per cent said that they "never11 write in French. Only one 
reported that he "often" followed French radio programs. Sixty re-
ported that they "sometimes" follow them. It is important to note that 
fewer boys than girls speak in French to their grandparents. 
The testing of reading in English and French achievement points 
throughout to the fact that these 147 students do achieve on somewhat 
comparable basis, but the level of the English is somewhat higher in 
all the correlation tables. The standard deviation of the English read-
ing is 14.85, while the French is 15.30. The standard deviation of vo-
cabulary on the English is 9.579, while the French is 10.682; the com-
prehension section, which brought in many words with which the students 
had no experience once translated into the French, was 6.1693 for the 
English test and 5.871 for the French. The grade placement norms for 
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the English are more revealing, for the standard deviation is 1.273 
for English and 1.069 for French. The only disturbing item is the 
correlation of Group C in the French reading with mental ability. 
This correlation was .3541, wmich is most difficult to account for. 
Throughout the testing, English showed a higher correlation, although 
French, somewhat lower, was consistently positive but always on a 
lower level, in spite of the California Test Bureau questioning their 
own norms for the translation. 
CHAPTER V 
GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
1. Review of the Problem 
What the study reveals.-- This comparative study of the problem 
of mental ability and the reading achievement in English and French of 
bilingual students has solved little; nevertheless, it has lit a candle 
on the prevailing opinions, such as "It confuses the child." "It causes 
retardation. 11 "It impedes intellectual growth." To disprove unsub-
stantiated, personal opinions demands objective evaluation; hence the 
justification of this thesis. 
The general trend in the review of the literature relating to the 
effect of bilingualism upon the measurement of intelligence has been 
toward the conclusion that bilinguists suffer from a language handicap 
when measured by verbal test. In this particular study the measuring 
instruments were the California Test of Mental Maturity, Non-Language 
Section, Intermediate Grades 7-10, 1951 Edition, and the California 
Reading Test, Intermediate Grades 7~8-9, Form AA, and Form BB Trans-
lated into French. The sections of the questionnaire dealing specifi-
cally with the use of language preferred in daily communications were 
helpful in the initial step of the undertaking. 
Conclusion.-- After including in the research those factors which 
previous studies had overlooked--sex, economic status, non-verbal test-
-72-
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ing--the results show that the measures of central tendency were iden-
tical for mental maturity and the English reading. The French Reading, 
Translated Form BB, was lower by 13 points for the two measures of 
central tende~cies. This may be interpreted to mean that the English 
reading of this bilingual group is well in accord with the norms set 
by the California Test Bureau. The French reading median is 89, which 
is 11 points below the standard norm of the California Test Bureau. 
The English reading median is 102. 
The measures of central tendencies give a fair amount of statis-
tical interpretation, but because they are easily affected by the ex-
treme cases, they are not too reliable. The standard deviation, a 
measure of variability, is more reliable whenever work of an analytical 
type is being done, because it gives in a compact number the nature of 
the distribution. The close clustering of the data around the mean ex-
pressed by a single number makes it easier to draw conclusions. On the 
Mental Maturity Test the standard deviation was 13.75; on the English 
Reading Test the standard deviation was 14.85; and on the French Reading 
Test the standard deviation was 15.30. 
This can be interpreted to mean that approximately two thirds of 
the scores are found between two points, that is, one standard devia-
tion above and one.standard deviation below the median. In this par-
ticular instance a standard deviation of 13.75 is not large and shows 
that the scores concentrate fairly well around the mean. In this study 
the standard deviation for the Eng~ish Reading was 14.85 and for the 
French Reading the standard deviation was 15.30, which can be inter-
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preted to mean a wider dispersion of scores about the mean. This may 
be due to the difference of ability for French. 
The main purpose of this thesis was to study the relationship be-
tween mental maturity and achievement in English reading and French 
reading. The single compact number that will give this information is 
the correlation coefficient. 
The Pearson Product-Moment method is by far the most commonly used 
in educational investigation and therefore was used for all correlations 
in this study. The correlation coefficient obtained between the mental 
maturity and the English reading is .6024, which means that the scores 
once tabulated and distributed on two axes expressed how close a fit 
these scores made on a regression line. The fit expresses the degree 
of relationship to be .6024, which is significant. The problem of de-
termining the correlation revolves about the question of how close a 
fit may be obtained between the lower left and upper right when the 
line of regression is drawn through them. 
The correlation between mental maturity and English is .6024. 
This particular situation may be interpreted to mean that though the 
points do not fall precisely on the line, the fit is good and correla-
tion coefficient is significantly high. 
The correlation between mental maturity and French reading is 
.5562. This may be interpreted to mean that in general the pairs of 
measures are more likely to fit the one which is not particularly high 
nor particularly low. It holds a mid-way rank. 
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The correlation between the English Vocabulary Section and the 
French Vocabulary Section is .7292. This may be interpreted to mean 
that this section, which is restricted to words outside this context, 
made a better fit on the regression line and an increase of .1730 above 
the French reading, a fact worthy of note. 
The correlation between English reading comprehension and French 
reading,comprehension is .7183, which may be interpreted to mean that 
the individual scores scattered and decreased the degree of compact-
ness along the regression line. A correlation coefficient of .7183 is 
significant and positive. 
The correlation coefficient between mental maturity and grade 
placement for English reading is .5229, the lowest coefficient yet ob-
tained. It may be interpreted to mean that the California Test Bureau 
grade norms are higher and consequently the individual scores scatter 
from the regression line and prevent a precise fit. A correlation of 
.5229 is fairly significant. 
The correlation coefficient of the mental maturity with the grade 
placement of French reading is .5054. A decrease of .0175 is small and 
infers here that the·difficult section, with a terminology dealing with 
the lumber industry and wireless telegraphy, may account for this drop 
in the correlation coefficient. 
In summary, the results of this study seem to justify the following 
inferences: 
Achievement in English and French reading of these 147 bilingual 
students is on a comparable basis. French was lower throughout the 
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study, except for the homogeneous Group c, where correlation between 
the mental ability and French reading was .3541. The correlation of 
the mental ability with English was considerably lower, .0515. This 
fact is unaccountable and the writer feels that the IQ limits of 89 
and less would warrant an increase in correlation coefficient. 
These bilingual students do not show up as well in their French 
reading. This may be partly explained by one item in the questionnaire, 
"Do you speak French to Father, Mother, Grandmother, Grandfather, 
Brothers and Sisters, Relatives, Other Boys and Girls?" In the re-
spouses, the one category that stimulated communication in French was 
the grandparents. Though 95 per cent of the parents are directly of 
French lineage, they fail to transmit their language heritage to their 
offspring. 
The testing done by homogeneous groupings, i.e., Group A, Gro~p B, 
and Group C, reveals that the students with IQ's of 110 and above sue-
ceed better in the French language. The correlation coefficient for 
mental maturity and English reading is .5519; for French reading the 
correlation coefficient is .4710, which is somewhat lower and is char-
acteristic throughout the study. Ability grouping is well in accord 
with achievement, except for Group C, as stated and explained above. 
The grade placement norms of the California Test Bureau, which 
at first were doubtful as to their applicability for the French read-
ing, proved reliable since the correlation coefficient for French is 
no 
.5029 and for English .5054. Both are significant to warrant~doubt. 
that the California Test Bureau'norms are applicable to the French 
Reading. 
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Recommendation for further study.-- The writer suggests that a 
similar study be undertaken with such bilingual students at the end of 
the sophomore year. The California Reading Test on a high school level 
with an equivalent form translated into the French language could be 
used. The face of the problem is susceptible to change, and the ques-
tion is whether achievement would remain relative and on a comparable 
basis. The lack of daily practice in oral communication with bilingual 
students brings acuity to the proble~; therein lies the acid. 
APPENDIX 
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APPENDIX A 
Questionnaire 
Dear Student, 
Cheer up! This is not a test. There is no percentage attached 
to this work and best of all it will not figure on your report card. 
It is just a friendly chat about yourself. It is to find out how many 
languages you are able to speak and how often you use these languages. 
Read attentively and answer straightforwardly. You are now one 
person helping another on some big job. Put your shoulder to the wheel 
wholeheartedly. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Name -----------------------------------------
Boy ____ _ Girl 
---
School ------------------------------------ Date 
Date of Birth 
-------------------------------
State ----------------
Place· of Birth 
------------------------------
Age ----------------
Birthplace Father -------------------- Mother 
--------------------
Years in U.S. Father -------------------- Mother --------------------
Nationality Father -------------------- MOther --------------------
Does your Father understand English? Your Mother? 
----
Does your Father understand French? ------ Portuguese _____ Other? 
Does your Mother understand French? ______ Portuguese _____ Other? 
Do you understand French? 
------- Portuguese? ____ Other? 
Place an X in the space that makes the answer TRUE. 
Do the following speak to you in English? 
Father 
Mother 
Grandmother 
Grandfather 
Brothers 
Sisters 
Relatives 
NEVER OFTEN SOMETIMES ALWAYS 
Do you speak English to the following? 
Father 
Mother 
Grandmother 
Grandfather 
Brothers and Sisters 
Relatives 
Other boys and gorls 
NEVER OFTEN 
Do you speak French to the following: 
NEVER OFTEN 
Father 
Mother 
Grandmother 
Grandfather 
Brothers and Sisters 
Other boys or girls 
Do the following read any newspaper in French? 
NEVER OFTEN 
Father 
Mother 
-You (Yourself) 
Do the following read any books in French? 
NEVER OFTEN 
Father 
Mother 
You (Yourself) 
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SOMETIMES ALWAYS 
SOMETIMES ALWAYS 
SOMETIMES ALWAYS 
SOMETIMES ALWAYS 
Do the following write any letters in a language other than English? 
Father 
Mother 
You (Yourself) 
NEVER OFTEN SOMETIMES ALWAYS 
Are radio programs which are given in a language other than English 
listened to in your home? 
NEVER OFTEN SOMETIMES ALWAYS 
Do you do your thinking in a language other than English? 
NEVER OFTEN SOMETIMES ALWAYS 
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alifornia ea "" 1n est 
<Formerly: Progressive Reading Test) 
DEVISED BY ERNEST W. lEGS AND WilliS W. ClARK 
PUBLISHED BY CALiFORNIA TEST BUREAU- 5916 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD - LOS ANGELES 28, CALiFORNIA. 
li!MNCH OFFICES: MADISON, W!SC.; NEW CUMBE:Rt..IW'D, PA.- COPYRiGHT lSliO BY C.iUJFORNlA TEST BUREAU- PRINTED lN U. S. A. 
9 II 7 6 5 4 3 2 
SAMPLE: A. large 1 rich 
3 gone 
TEST 1-SECTION A 
2 small 
4 away 
1. addition 1 victory 2 review 
3 subtraction 4 hammer -- 1 
2. unknown 1 neglect 2 property 
3 known 4 drum -- 2 
3. add 1 about 2 house 
3 sometime 4 subtract -- 3 
4. whole 1 item 2 part 
3 sweet 4 lower -- 4 
5. domestic 1 foreign 2 election 
3 contrary 4 perish -- 5 
6. advance 1 autumn 2 decrease 
3 cottage 4 model -- 6 
1. divisor 1 plunge 2 submit 
3 multiplier 4 line -- 7 
8. fraction 1 parrot 2 paddle 
3 spacious 4 integer -- 8 
9. purchase 1 sale 2 spoke 
3 market 4 cloud -- 9 
10. similar 1 publish 2 burden 
3 reveal 4 unlike __ 1 o 
11. total 1 carriage 2 fraction 
3 native 4 treasure __ 11 
12. even 1 rapid 2 odd 
3 promise 4 regular __ 12 
13. irregular 1ashore 2 hymn 
3 countenance 4 systematic __ 13 
14. equality 1 inequality 2 scandal 
3 rely 4 pare --14 
15. annex 1 casket 2 separate 
3 balloon 4 adult --15 
16. wholesale 1 coral 2 ascribe 
3 fleecy 4 retail __ 16 
17. concave 1 flaw 2 convex 
3 discretion 4 caramel __ u 
18. creditor 1 meridian 2 expand 
3debtor 4dough __ 18 
19. base 1 surface 2 diagonal 
3 altitude 4 contents __ 19 
20. assets 1 expenses 2 liabilities 
3 gain 4 statement __ 2o 
21. bisect 1 binomial 2 reduce 
3 double 4 increase __ 21 
22. assessment 1 reduction 2 effac~ 
3Joom 4 dividend _22 
See. A Score (number right) •.•....•...• - .................. . 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
Correct Test 
Booklet Mork I Correct Answer Sheet Mork 2 A 1 2 3 4 A " I .. '•:':, n , :: 
TEST 1 -SECTION B 
melt 1 permit 2 human 
3 freeze 4 farther _23 
spring 1 matter 2 autumn 
3 rivitlet 4 year 
invisible 1 visible 2 reasonable 
__ 24 
3 monkey 4 stupid 
contract 1 package 2 couch 
__ 25 
a expand 4 glitter __ 26 
natural 1 increase 2 accidental 
3 spread 4 artificial __ 2 7 
bleach 1 badge 2 dye 
3 dell 4 madman __ 28 
constant 1 attack 2 grade 
3 variable 4 stuff __ 29 
decay 1 want 2 optical 
3 punctual 4 growth __ 30 
compound 1 sturdy 2 scramble 
3 element 4 rave __ 31 
consume 1 hillside 2 develop 
3 fern 4 girdle __ 32 
repel 1 attract 2 poisonous 
3 motto 4 staple 
preserve 1 eccentric 2 diary 
3 annihilate 4 soot 
__ 38 
_34 
molten 1 indigo 2 frozen 
3 frenzy 4 rafter __ 35 
segregate 1 colonial 2 naught 
3 ginger 4 cluster __ 36 
sterile 1 plush 2 fertile 
3 huff 4 minor -37 
transparent 1 shawl 2 opaque 
a studied 4 inclination __ as 
analysis 1 shorten 2 concrete 
3 amalgamate 4 synthesis __ 3 !l 
conserve 1 patter 2 identify 
3 janitor 4 expend 
terminal 1 origin 2 faucet 
__ 40 
3 engraver 4 countess _41 
septic 1 germ 2 tank 
3 sterile 4 separate __ 4 2 
mutation 1 reduction 2 heredity 
3 deaf 4 environmental __ 43 
agitation 1 quiescent 2 agrarian 
3 agnostic 4cogitation __ 44 
abundant 1 recent 2 minute 
3 process 4 summon __ 45 
See. 8 Seore 
(number right) ......................... H .... - • 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
SAMPLE: B. large 1 rich 
3 gone 
TEST 1 -SECTION C 
2 small 
4 away 
war 1 peace 2 certain 
3 dark 4 number __ 46 
boss 1 mortgage 2 employee 
3 scan 4 quill __ 47 
interior 1 rage 2 scorn 
3 relate 4 exterior __ 48 
enemy 1 ally 2 interest 
3 storm 4 practice __ 4 9 
citizen 1 slope 2 alien 
3 operation 4 divine __ 5o 
government 1 spirit 2 increase 
· 3 anarchy 4 wheel __ 51 
lawful 1 naught 2 quote 
s illegal 4 reprove __ 52 
publish 1 suppress 2 decay 
3 most 4 wax __ 53 
liberty 1 glory 2 captivity 
3 manufacture 4 standard _!'l4 
honesty 1 strenuous 2 frand 
3 prior 4 indifferent __ 55 
majority 1 beggar 2 equity 
3 minority 4 forge __ 56 
challenge 1 thimble 2 indulge 
3 defend 4 harbinger __ 57 
opponent 1 wallet 2 radical 
3 tenant 4 assistant __ 58 
conquest 1 defeat 2 strain 
3 salary 4 process __ 59 
assault 1 countenance 2 delivery 
3 protect 4 festival __ 60 
organization 1 spill 2 dissolution 
s ripple 4 theme _._61 
freedom 1 depart 2 fortune 
s example 4 subjection __ 62 
descendant 1 scenery 2 ascent 
3 ancestor 4 volunteer __ 63 
prohibition 1 minion 2 toleration 
3 reduction 4 phosphorous __ 64 
corruption 1 integrity 2 lowly 
s cravat 4 racketeer __ 65 
system 1 connect 2 agree 
3 beam 4 chaos __ 66 
neutrality 1 leaves 2 controversy 
3 millinery 4 hereditary __ 67 
truce 1 hobble 2 flier 
3 campaign 4 economic __ 68 
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See. C Score 
(number right! .............................. .. 
Correct Test 
Booklet Mark 
2 B 
Correct Answer 
Sheet Mark 
1 2 3 4 
B~ifg g 
TEST 1 -SECTION D 
69. present 1 absent 2 milk 
3 number 4 front _69 
70. direct 1 afraid 2 loud 
3 indirect 4 health _70 
71. perfect 1 stood 2 imperfect 
s equal 4 manner __ 71 
72. pit 1 tumble 2 compel 
3 reduce 4 peak __ 72 
73. unusual 1 common 2 meadow 
3 assure 4 drown __ 73 
74. definite 1 indulge 2 gobble 
3 indefinite 4 escort __ 7 4 
75. positive 1 peel. 2 namely 
3 lonesome 4 negative __ 7 5 
76. progress 1 dizzy 2 decline 
3 caravan 4 concrete __ 76 
77. agreement 1 scripture 2 discord 
3 stag 4 tinkle __ 77 
78. convict 1 combine 2 moral 
3 prejudice 4 free __ 78 
79. cause 1 effect 2 against 
3 certain 4cold __ 79 
80. final 1 original 2 caught 
3 meal 4 establish __ so 
81. reverence 1 loaf 2 dishonor 
3 philosopher 4 screen _81 
82. oppose 1 standard 2 gobble 
3 serve 4 drove --'-s 2 
83. criticism 1 infest 2 coupling 
3 commendation 4 feud -. _83 
84. hypocrisy 1 cooky 2 chide 
3 blithe 4 fidelity __ 84 
85. esteem 1 pitch 2 factory 
3 guilty 4 blame __ 85 
86. initial 1 hustle 2 terminal 
3 fraught 4 eddy __ .86 
87. worthless 1 add 2 instruct 
3 merit 4 credit __ 87 
88. revelation 1 filial 2 moulder 
3 sorcery 4 disguise __ 88 
89. falter 1 fern 2 unity 
a execute 4 girdle __ 89 
90. intricate 1 efficiency 2 clay 
3 simple 4 delicacy __ 9o 
Sec. D Score 
(number right! .............................. -
TEST 2- SECTION E 
91. Read the following names: 
Mary Louis Roger Elizabeth 
Mark the number which shows 
the first letters of the boys' 
names. 
lML 2RE 3LR 4ME _91 
92. Read these numbers: 
5 1 0 6 7 4 5 9 8 0 
Mark the letter of the third 
number after 6. 
a 7 b 5 c 9 d 1 __ .92 
93. The area of a triangle is found 
by multiplying % the base by 
the altitude. Mark the letter of 
the number of square feet in a 
triangle which has a base of 4 
feet and an altitude of 3 feet. 
a 6 b 12 c 4 d 2 __ 93 
94. Latitude is the distance north 
or south from the equator. 
Mark the letter of the follow-
ing ship's reading which indi-
cates latitude. 
a West 8° 2' 20" 
b North 2° 48' 10'8 
c East 10° 19' 30" __ 94 
95. American is the proper adjec-
tive derived from the proper 
noun, America. Mark the num-
ber of the word which is the 
proper adjective of the proper 
noun, Arabia. 
1 Arabia's 2 Arabia 3 Arabian __ 95 
96. Regular adverbs are formed by 
adding ly to the adjectives, 
such as beautiful, beautifully. 
Mark the number of the word 
which is the adverb formed 
from the adjective, sweet. 
1 sweetly 2 sweetest 3 sweeter __ 96 
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97. The word, full, used as a suf-
fix drops one l; as cup, cupful. 
Mark the number of the word 
which has the word full added 
as a suffix to the word, mouth. 
1 full 2 mouthful 3 mouth full __ 91 
98. Nouns ending in y, when the 
y is preceded by a vowel, form 
the plural regularly by adding 
s; as monkey, monkeys. Mark 
the number of the word which 
is the plural of donkey. 
1 donkeys 2 donkey 3 donkey's __ 98 
99. Read the following recipe: 
2 cups flour 
100. 
% cup lard 
1 teaspoonful salt 
milk 
2 teaspoonfuls baking powder 
Take the flour, salt, and bak-
ing powder and sift together; 
mix in the lard thoroughly· 
add the milk; roll the dough 
out about one-half inch thick 
and cut with a biscuit cutter. 
Bake in a hot oven about 
twelve minutes. Mark the num-
ber of the item which is the 
fourth thing to be used in mix-
ing the above recipe. 
1 milk 2Iard 3 salt 
4 baking powder __ 99 
The length of the diagonal line 
in a rectangle is found by add-
ing the square of the base to 
the square of the altitude and 
then extracting the square root 
of this sum. Mark the letter 
which indicates the length in 
inches of the diagonal of a rec-
tangle whose base is 8 inches 
and whose altitude is 6 inches. 
(Eight squared is 64, 6 squared 
is 36, and 10 is the square root 
of 100.) 
d36 _100 
See. E Score (number rigiiU ........................... H ..... • 
TEST 2-SECTION F 
101. The introduction is found m 
what part of a book? 
1 beginning 2 middle 3 end __ 1 o 1 
102. The appendix is :found in what 
part of a book? 
1 beginning 2 middle 3 end __ 1 o 2 
103. A glossary contains 
1 index 2 definitions 
3 pictures __ 103 
104. The bibliography is found in 
what part of a book or chap-
ter? 
1 beginning 2 middle 3 end __ 1 o 4 
105. A preface is found in what part 
of a book? 
1 beginning 2 middle 3 end __ 1 o 5 
'1/ look at the following and answer questions 106 
and 107. 
Table of Contents 
Chapter Page 
1. The Vastness of the Industry............ 1 
2. Methods of Handling .............................. 25 
3. Land and Water Transport ..... , ............ 40 
4. Chicago's Stockyards ............................ 55 
5. The Embargo.......................................... 60 
6. Reindeer Meat. ......................................... 70 
7. Imported Meat ........................................ 77 
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106. On what page does "Methods of 
Handling" begin? · 
a 1 b 25 c 40 d 55 __ 106 
107. Which of these stories is on 
page 75? 
1 Reindeer Meat 
2 The Embargo 
3 Imported Meat _107 
~ look at this index and find the answers to ques-
tions 108, 109, and 110. 
INDEX 
France: Advantages of climate and surface of, 298-99; 
cities of, 301-2; foreign possessions of, 298, 349-51; in-
dustries and manufacturing, 300; location of, 298; 
people of, 300; problems of, 302-3; transportation in, 
299. 
French Africa, problems of, 351. 
French Equatorial Africa: location of, 380; products of, 
350. 
French Guiana, 251. 
French Indo-China: capital of, 393; industries of, 392; 
problems of its people, 393. 
French Somaliland, 350, 355. 
108. Information concerning French 
Guiana will be found on what 
page? 
a 298-99 b 351 c 251 d 355 __ 108 
109. Information concerning manu-
facturing in France will be 
found on what page? 
a 298-99 b 301-2 c 300 d 299 __ 109 
110. Information concerning prod-
ucts of French Equatorial 
Africa will be -found on what 
page? 
a 380 b 351 c 355 d 350 __ 110 
Decide which are the TWO best topics to look up in 
an encyclopedia or reference book for information 
on the following sarbjeds. Mark the numbers of 
these two topics. 
Sample C: Skating :in Holland 
1 Skating 2 Wrestling 
3 Baseball 4 Football 
5 Recreation in Holland 
Answers to Sample C: 
Correct Test 
Booklet Mark 
Correct Answer 
Sheet Mark 
1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 2-3 
c :: :: 1l I .. 1-5 c 
2-4 2-5 3-4 3-5 4-5 
fl II II II 
II :: :~ :~ 
u n t• •• u 
111. Raising Sheep in Australia 
1 Australia 2 Animals 
3 Sheep 4 Farming 5 Meat 
2. Rubber Plantations in Brazil 
1 Automobile Tires 
_111 
2 Plantations 3 Rubber 
4 Brazil 5 South America - 112 
113. Communication by Radio 
1 Telegraph 2 Radio 3 Cables 
4 Inventors 5 Wireless -113 
114. Destructive Insects in the Citrus 
Industry 
1 Horticulture 
2 Industry 3 Citrus Fruit 
4 Destruction 5 Pests __ 114 
115. The Baseball Game in America 
1 Schools 2 Big League 
a Baseball 4 Games 
5 America - 115 
TEST 2- SECTION G 
.j Read this story: 
After the Revolutionary War, America 
was thrown upon her own economic and so-
cial resources. Some of the problems are · 
particularly well illustrated by the textile 
industry. 
In the early days it was difficult for Amer-
ica to make much progress or to compete 
with England in this field. England would 
not allow machinery or models of machines 
to be exported and discouraged their skilled 
mechanics from leaving their own country. 
However, in 1789, Samuel Slater, who had 
previously worked in an English factory, 
came to Rhode Island and built the· first 
power cotton spinning mill in America. He 
has been called the "Father of American 
Manufacture." 
Even with the aid of such men as Slater 
the textile industry developed very slowly. 
Fifteen years after the first cotton mill was 
built, there were only four cotton mills in 
America. The passing of the Embargo Act 
of 1807 and the War of 1812 stimulated 
manufacturing temporarily, but the close of 
the War of 1812 was followed by a slump in 
American industry which gave rise to addi-
tional protective tariff laws. 
During the Civil War manufacturing of 
textiles was greatly hindered because of lack 
of raw materials. However, after 1865 a new 
industrial era began. Many mechanical im-
provements were made and "mass produc-
tion" was instituted. Before long the United 
States had advanced to first rank among tex-
tile-producing nations. She has held this 
position until recent years when foreign com-
petition appears to have become a very im-
portant factor. 
TEST 2-SECTION G (Continued) 
</ Mark as you have been told the number of each 
correct answer. You may look back to find the 
answers. 
116. The best title for the story is 
1 Textiles 2 Raw Materials 
3 Communication __ 116 
117. Samuel Slater built a 
1 cotton gin 2 telegraph 
a spinning mill 
118. In 1805, there was the follow-
ing number of cotton mills 
__ 117 
1 two 2 four 3 ten __ 118 
119. The Embargo Act of 1807 was a 
1 treaty 2 restriction 
3 amendment __ 119 
120. Mechanical improvements were 
responsible for 
1 no production 
2limited production 
3 mass production __ t2 o 
121. The textile industry includes 
1 mining 2 agriculture 
3 manufacture of cloth __ 121 
122. England affected the early de-
velopment of the textile indus-
try in the United States by 
1 encouragement 2 hindrance 
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3 financing __ 12 2 
Read this story: 
The fish is the lowest of the five large 
classes of vertebrates. The principal c 
teristics of a fish are: it is cold-bloode 
breathes by means of gills, lays eggs, and 
lives in the water. It has a bony skeleton and 
a wedge-shaped body which is covered with 
overlapping scales. There are, however, nu-
merous variations from the typical fish. For 
example, the catfish has no scales, the climb-
ing perch can climb trees, and the flying fish 
can rise out of the water for gliding flight. 
At the present time there are about 13,000 
known species of fish found in great abund-
ance and variety in oceans, lakes, and rivers 
throughout the world. Records show that, in 
one year, the amount of fresh fish and shell 
fish caught in the five leading states and ter-
ritories of the United States was as follows: 
Weight in Pounds 
California ---------------------- 851,388,000 
Alaska ······---------------------- 642,498,000 
Massachusetts -------------- 446,545,000 
Maine ·--------------------------- 162,700,000 
Washington------------------ 152,224,000 
Others ·----------·---------------- 842,397,000 
Total ·-------------------------3,097 ,752,000 
Per Cent 
27.4 
20.7 
14.4 
5.2 
4.S 
27.4 
lOO.G 
Many varieties of fish are of great eco~ 
nomic value. Such fish as salmon and tuna 
are very popular and are therefore more 
expensive, even though they do not have as 
high food value as cheaper fish, such as her-
ring, cod, and mackerel. These cheaper fish 
compare favorably in food value with beef 
and mutton. Aside from food value, there are 
many by-products in commercial fishing, 
such as the various kinds of fish oils, glue, 
gelatine, isinglass, fertilizers, and leather. 
1/ Mark the number of each correct c:mswer. You may 
look back to find the answers. 
123. The best title for this story is 
1 Origin of Fish 
2 Commercial Fishing a Fish __ 123 
124. The fish is a 
1 variation 2 vertebrate s biped __ :l 
TEST 2-SECTION G (Continued) 
:5. "Known species" means 
1 money 2 samples 3 varieties --125 
126. The third state or territory in 
amount of commercial fishing 
in one year was 
1 California 2 Massachusetts 
3 Maine -. _126 
127. About· 20 per cent of the fish 
were caught in 
1 Alaska 2 California 3 Maine --127 
128. ·The fish having the greatest 
food value is 
1 Tuna 2 Salmon 3 Mackerel __ 12 s 
129. One of the by-products of 
fish is 
1 rubber 2 isinglass 3 wood __ 129 
r Read this story: 
The railroad has had its most rapid and 
largest development in the United States, 
even though the locomotive was invented in 
England. Railroad companies were organ-
ized in the United States in 1826, and loco-
motives were first run in 1830. These early 
railroads were operated on a small scale and 
connected only the larger cities of the At-
lantic seaboard. 
Since its beginning, railroad construction 
has been carried on periodically. During the 
decade preceding the Civil War there was 
very active building in the South. At this 
time railroads were built between the Alle-
gheny mountains and the Mississippi river. 
After the Civil War there was very little 
construction until 1868,. at which time there 
began a great activity for a period of five 
years. This resulted in an over-expansion of 
road lines in the far West and the middle 
est. The principal railroads in the United 
States had been completed by 1890, and all 
Page 9 
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additional construction merely supplemented 
previously built lines. Since 1920 there has· 
been an abandonment of certain lines, so that 
at this time there is an actual reduction of 
mileage in the railway transportation sys-
tem. 
The development of the railroad has been 
one of the principal factors in the economic 
and social revolution. It has provided wider 
contacts, a better system for distribution of 
products, and a greater variety of materials. 
vVith accurate train schedules and quick de-
livery service, the merchant does not need to 
carry a large stock of supplies, but may con-
duct his business with a smaller amount of 
capital. Improvement in transportation fa-
cilities has given man a wider field of inter-
est and otherwise has been an important fac-
tor in the growth of our country. 
~ Mark the number of each correct answer. You may 
look back to find the answers . 
. 130. The best title for this story is 
1 Invention of Locomotives 
2 Transportation Systems 
3 Railroads __ 13o 
131. The locomotive was invented in 
1 England 2 United States _____ _ 
3 France __ 131 
132 The principal railroad lines had 
been constructed by 
1 1868 2 1890 3 1885 __ 132 
133. Railroad construction in the 
United States has been 
1 steady 2 systematic 
3 irregular __ 13 3 
134. Transportation facilities in 1826 
were 
1 good 2 fair 3 poor __ 13 4 
135. Better transportation facilities 
enabled merchants to conduct 
their business with 
1Iess capital 
2 about the same capital 
3 more capital __ 135 
TEST 2-SECTION G (Continued) 
Read this story: 
The Telegraph 
For eleven years Samuel Morse had been 
trying to interest someone in his invention 
of the telegraph~ and endured great poverty 
in attempting to carry out the experimenta-
tion. Finally, in 1843, Congress appropriated 
$30,000.00 for this purpose, and Morse was 
enabled· to make rapid progress in the devel-
opment of telegraphy. 
In the spring of 1844 when the political 
parties were holding their conventions, the 
telegraph was ready for practical application. 
He was able to notify the candidates and the 
people in Washington of the results of the 
conventions before they were able to secure 
the information otherwise. This aroused the 
public interest, and there was a general reali-
zation of the remarkable accomplishment; 
From that time forward the telegraphic sys-
tem grew with astounding rapidity, and cov-
ered the entire world within thirty years. 
At first the telegraph was mechanically 
complicated, but with constant research the 
instruments became simpler. During recent 
times, however, with the complexities of 
modern life the system has become somewhat 
involved. Every city has an intricate systein 
of telegraph wires underneath the surface of 
the streets, and even the continents are con-
nected by cables in the oceans. 
The development of the telegraph has 
brought the world closer together by provid-
ing a method whereby ideas and messages 
of the entire world may be brought within 
the reach. of all in a minimum of time. This 
process has been greatly accelerated by 
recent improvements in wireless telegraphy. 
f/ Mark the number of each correct answer. You may 
look bock to find the answers. 
136. An appropriation consists of 
1 congratulations 2 money 
3 inventions __ 136 
137. An intricate system is 
1 complicated 2 antique 
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3 radical __ 13 7 
Read the eight statements below. You ore to seled 
the one that would make the best title for each 
of the four paragraphs of the story. You may l«~c 
bcuc:k t«~ find the answers. 
Statements 
1. Wider use of telegraphy 
2. Communication of words 
3. The inventor's struggle 
4. Congress and elections 
5. Effects of telegraphy 
6. Ideas and messages 
7. The practical demonstration 
8. Necessity 
138. The best title for the first para-
graph is statement 
1 2 3 4 5 ____ 138 
139. The best title for the second 
paragraph is statement 
4 5 6 7 8 __ 139 
140. The best title for the third para-
graph is statement 
1 2 3 4 5 ___ 140 
141. The best title for the fourth 
paragraph is statement 
4 5 6 7 8 __ 141 
The following things ore mentioned in the story: 
Complex system 
Mechanically complicated m-
struments 
Wireless telegraphy 
Simpler instruments 
The order in which the above things were mentioned 
in the story is as follows: 
142. Complex system was 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th __ 142 
143. Mechanically complicated in-
struments were 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th __ 143 
144. Wireless telegraphy was 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th __ 144 
145. Simpler instruments were 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th __ 1 
See. G Score 
(number right) .......... ; .................... .. 
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APPENDIX C 
TRADUCTION FRANCAISE DU 
CALIFORNIA READING TEST FORM B .. B .. 
A L'ELEVE:. 
Vo:i,ci un Test de Lecture~ En prenant ce test vous nous 
monterez ~ degre de comprehension que vous possede~. 
Personne ne peut fa,ire le test en entier_, mais vous 
devez repondre a autant de questions que vous 'etes 
capable. Travaillez aussi vite que possible sans 
faire d 1 erreur., 
N'ECRIVEZ PAS DANS CE LIVRET.. METTEZ VOS REPONSES SUR UNE 
FEUILIE SPECIALE,. SUIVEZ IES DIRECTIVES. DONNEES .. 
82 
1 83 
"-11!1'-.-----·· 
------------------------ ---·------·----------.. 
Directions:: Choisir lc mot ccintrnirc: ou c pou pros. Ecrire votr8 rer;on.sc 
SUI' ln fcuille sop[\rcc ct s1~ivoz lcs dirccti1:cs donnees pnr 
votrc moi trosso.. . .... ---
------- ·------·--·- .•. 
TES~ I--- SECTION A 
1. ACHETEP.. 
2. ENTlER 
., 
3 G. P'ROFIT 
·4. : DIV!SER 
5.. DETTE. 
6. RARE 
7. PRil'ICIPAL 
3.. SURFACE 
9" m'lPRUU'l'ER 
LO. COURBE 
11. COIVJ:PTil.NT 
12.- smmET 
13. ORIGINE 
14. 1-TEGA'l'IF 
1'6 •. HORIZONTAL 
17~ REVEHU 
18 .. SOLIDE 
19. CANCELLER 
21·.- ODTUS 
22.; Cl.rr.INDrm 
1 ·entre· 
l jcuno 
1 ponsfon 
1 jou 
1 credit 
1 louor 
1 procurer 
1 Dction 
1 prctor 
l pPs.s~;gc 
1. zone 
1. foJ::tcrcs so 
' 1 ouillorc o 
pot-
1 positif 
1 impi t6y~1ble 
1 scene 
1 rq:n,__ 
1 ro.trc ito 
1 occident 
1 tr>if:ng1e 
1 SC08U 
.. ' ' 2 mutioro 
2 t:>ois 
2 douto 
2 section 
.2 0 cs s ir10r 
2 borer:;,.·: u 
2 chute 
2 cqpivJlcnt 
2 tour 
., 
2 dcpcns c 
/ 
.2 Z~)3:-'0 
2 diotr·ibucr 
2 irm:n.cnso 
2 reservoir 
3 vondre 
3 section 
3 nu lieu 
3 prompt 
3 interet 
3 dLJtnnt 
3 1ocnlli.Jor 
3 rcltn tcr 
~~ point 
4 vue 
4 porto 
4 jctor 
4 observer 
L~ onlcvor 
L!. 1ouor 
L • " • ~ lntor~LOUr 
L~ drGit 
·3.rnocowodor 4 ribsont 
3 bu 1.:· dircctcu~r 
3 cr..:.1r1mi.t6 L~ fin 
3 cxtt:so 4 hypocrite 
3 de~ors ,4 courir 
4 vcrticr'1 
4 monnflic 
3 surfr:ce 4 p1ncomcnt 
3 en~agietrer 4 bord 
. " 3 s-pontr·:ne. 
4 plr:t 
3 encirc1er 
Directions: Choisir le mot qui indiquG lu contruirc ou c peu presa 
Ecrire votrG r·eponse snr ·1~- f.cuillc soper.-:::; ot ·Stlh'ce lcs· 
dii'Gcti vcs donnees p2r votro r.w i tress o .. 
----~--------------~--------------------~---~--------
TES':D I--- SECTIOH B 
23 ETE 1 c.nnGc 
24 UNIR 
25 FLEXIBLE 
26 ~EPLOYER 
27 dOlJSTRucrriON 
28 ~OSITIF 
29 VJ.ED:&,C INE 
i 
30 REDUIRE 
31 FOURNAISE 
32 TORRIDE 
33 FUI.CINE 
34 PELURE 
3.5 8.b.ITIT11.I8E 
36 VBRTIC.lL 
37 RIGIDE 
38 li.UGMEUTER 
39 DIF'li'USE 
40 BEPARBR 
41 .PORT.il TIF 
42 EXTERNE 
43 BOTANF.._UE 
44 VOLATILE 
45 GEN ER.i\. TEUR 
l blnnchir 
1 croustillent 
1 nccidontul 
1 touffo 
1 extorno 
1 st0rilo 
,J. monter 
1 dofini 
1 0troit 
1 tigo 
1 3:onf Lor 
1 roccourcir 
1 concuvo 
. t / 1 grnv:L c 
1 indigo 
; ' 1 sop c:ro 
1 idcntifivr 
1 s tr. tionn<~ ire-; 
/ .. · 1 element .. 
1 nnturo 
1 strblo 
1 pompe 
2 temps 
2 SCpr.I'OJ' 
2 n.cture 
2 .fortiio 
2 nogntif 
• 2 tot[:l 
2 fondre 
2 printo.mps 
2 frigido 
2 nourri t_urc 
2 vr.:llon, 
2 nuisJ.ble 
2 conv,Gx 
2 flexible 
2 rr:bc:ttro 
' . . . 2 rc ch~•uff cr 
2 prcsso 
2 conserve 
(g. 
2 sterile 
2 zoologie 
2 fertile 
2 motcur 
3 hivcr 
I 3 nttc:chc 
3 scmblc.ble 
3 ressorror 
/ 3 golo 
3 poutros 
3 poison 
3 contx'<' ct 
3 oloct,r•iquc 
3 torr~d.n 
3 coeur 
.. 3 blrmchir 
3 divisor on 
deux 
\ 
/ ' ' 3 otendro 
/ 3 Z0r0 
3 rofroidir 
3 etro fou 
do 
3 suio 
3 interne. 
3 biologic 
3 visible 
3 chovnl-
vr:::pour 
4 . . ... rJ.vJ.ore 
l-1- nnnexer 
4 dur 
4 boycnu 
4 destruc-
tion 
4 1"6'p::rcr 
4 ruisselot 
4 ~•ugmen tor 
4 consumer· 
·4 rir,ide 
L!- vert 
4 ori"'inc 
4 synthase 
4 horizontnl 
·4 ropoussor 
4 proc~dor 
4 conccntro 
4 unir 
4 rnineur 
4 acciden-
tal 
4 plnnte 
4 fondu 
\ 4 nmpor0s 
' .. :--..---·-~ 
Directions: Choisir 1<? mot contraire ou a peu pres •.. E.c..r.ire--vo·t·re ·re-
ponse sur la feu_il1e- separc"Jc · Ert .. ·s\iivez los directive,s,. 
. . .. ' . 
... ---· .donnc-..:3~f-·piir votrc mai.trcsso., J · · · · · · 
, .. 
,l :.J 
TEST: r ,. SECTJ:'ON C . 
_46_. (LI.TR 
47 e TR i\V ,~IL 
48. MAITRE · 
1+ 9 s VILt AGE 
50~ UNION' 
51. JUSTICE 
1 papier 
l · ;.s {ii v nn t 
1 ·ci'tc 
l··c;,ction 
'1 devoir 
·• ,1 ::. 
1 cvcnuc 
53e ETRE CON0UIS 1 vic to ricux 
54s MON:!-\ROUE , i' col1:vcnDble: 
• • t:" ·" 55 .. LTQUE . : '1 mod0lc 
. .. 
...... .. . 
2 brule 
2 ccpita1 
I .l·j. . •, 
2 article 
. ~ .. 
3 s:ui vre' .. :.. 
3;:vi-I' ·'· 
3. •lm:qortan t 
/ 
-4 .. t6r.ro · 
4 '· .. /,.·,. armco 
2 soudsin }i. etroit 
~ • .l 
4 oschivo 
4 ·;suppor/t· 
/ t. 2 sc:p.sr, 1on 3 irnagitto :4: ace ~mp3gno 
. ( . 
2 ro_yo'J.mc 3 . " ..... . :·1PuUS G1CO 4 'plume· - · 
2 district 
' 
,, 
3 d.o:f:ondro 4· ondce · 
·:.·. ·-
2 troml~lcr ~ ' · · : '4 r;cnvor·s or --: -~ gc_r.e:r . 
2 s~jct }.tondction !4 jnint 
2 d(::Jocord 3 . . f. '· , v1 y1 :1cr 4 vortu 
84 
'6,. AI:ORER 1 proc lnmc:r 
57. 'VAINCRR ·I' cli~·at 
2 
2 
tcrr.i :toiro 
co l-l::Pa~.lo 
4' conscription 
!~ orci llGo 
58 a. DI ss (VT DR::: 
·r. 
2 con tree 
. ' :~ 
3 d()~oin ... 4 orgonisor 
59 .. s TI:RVI TTJJ)E ·' 1 indo.poncknc o 2 mnro tt.o / . 3 dop1G.isir 4 c otilmoti on 
60 .. TR·~ITRE· 1 morvlc · 
61,. cr.Mr5UN :\CCORD1 dotos.tor 
62. RUPTURE ·. 
. , { . ,/ 
· 1 dcnonco 
63 .. CO(YPER.1\ TION .. l force 
64. INFORM·;\TION 1' urii on. 
65 .. REV00UER 
66. LIVRER · 
67e MINEUR 
t.B. SERVI T:J:UR· 
'1 bu tor:fs :Jr 
1 ·stupido 
1:·· tdh.or 
1 serpont 
1 ' • I . · 2 .o~1~n ) dofonaour 
2 d:i,ssunsion 3 noisette: 
l 
2 invorso. 3 od;ifico 
~-·liqueur 
4 ili.torvel 
4 nllinnco' 
2 Emon:{mc :3, opposition 4· illustration 
2 ig~or_~mcu 3 -exemption 4 couragou..-it 
2 vote 3 poursuivrc 4 illumfnor 
2 pl~omptcrnont3 mulct 
2 c.dultc 3 leva in 
2 vngn"t?o:tJ.d 3 roi 
:. ,_., ··:. 
4 /· . ·rosorver 
4 
,'4 
cons our 
c . . ... , . 1nsonso 
(. . .. 
·~·.····~ ... -· •••... ···II'· ....... , .• -- .................. ···-······"••·. ...... • ........... ..-.......... ••. ·~ ... -·- _ ....... ,.,_ ......................... " ..... _ .. 
Di:rcctio:qs: Cholslr lc, iriot contr0.ir~. ou· .n 1Jnu pros •. Ecrl:rc votro: :. 
I'O£.J0rlSO sur lo fouil}c sepo.rcc et SUi Vc'z les directions 
donnees pur votr0 maitressu$ · · 
T:i: .. ST I SECTION D 
69., VOIX 
7 0 ., C OI~PLEI' 
7I.PASSE 
72 .. ~UESTION 
73, .. D£TACHE 
74 .. FINESSE 
DYESPRIT. 
75 ... SACRIFICE 
76.. ORIGINAL 
77 .. POEME 
78., LIBERAL 
79. M.A.SCULIN 
80.. RUSE 
@I., FAILLI 
82 .. TRANQUIL 
I muot 
.!. unite 
I sac 
·I attachE.lr 
I effet ·· 
I dcci:in 
I silencieux 
I .fidelite 
.L plaisant 
I fominin 
.!. simple 
i ' 
.L procodo 
I ~h.retion · 
83., TRANSITOIRE I formal 
84., LOURD I subtil 
I 
·· 2o present 
_al;) initial 
~ .. : . 
2 futur 
2 absent 
2 orig:Lic 
2 n~;g.8ti.f 
2 duplJ. cat a 
2 prose 
2 libro 
2 paysnn 
2 pa.ssif 
I .. ·'9 ·: 2 roussJ.r 
2 seroin 
2 doclinaison 
2 rent 
S5"' DISCIPLE 
86.~ AUTORISER 
87 i& MELl-DIEUX 
I revelation 2 novice 
I normettre 
... 
I c:iiscrct 2 adroit 
88 .. PREDbCESSEURI g'louton 2 chef 
89" GRO'J.i~SQUE I rarom-::mt 2 histcirc 
90 .. SUPERFlCIEL I rude 2 peni prof ond 
I 3 theme 4 liberto 
3 incomple't 4 trace 
3 blamer 
3 volent 
3 cause 
3 vocal 
3 nogatiif 
j ab joct 
, ... 
4 directe 
4 r~ponso 
L~ indirect 
4 creer 
'4 gontil 
4 opique 
3 rccommcn .. 4 frugal 
... dation 
3 homrne 
3 otourdi 
3 
, 
agroer 
4 longueur 
4 h8.tor 
4 rccule 
.3 ·viol ori.t ·' 4 d~fini t 
I 3 p6r~anerit 4 precosso 
. . . . . . 
3' m£>.gnifique4 lGger 
3 vee al 4 mai tr0 
3 dociao·r · 4 abject 
3 dfscordant4 plais8nt 
•' • •, ,'I 
3 · G'sc !brt 
3 normai . 
3 pr.ofond 
4 success eur 
4 rare 
4 deciino 
~· 
' I • f 
... ~ ..... . 
I I '-. 
DIRECTIONS: ·Indiquez. la reponse par le numero place pres du mot. , 
9Io Lire les mots suivants. 
Marie Robert ChaPles Louise 
Ecriro le nombre indiquan·t les · ini tiales du nom d 'uno fille • 
IMR 2 CL :. 3 ·ML .. 4 RC 
92. Lire ces chiffres 
6 7 5 2 5 . 9 ~ 3 9 5 
Indiquez le lettre du 3iomo chiffrG apros 2. 
·i. 
a 5 b 6 c 7 d 9 
i _I·. 
-: .. .. 
' ;· .. 
. : 
93. La surface d 'un roctr,ngle setr01,1.Ve en,;multipliant la ba~~- par la 
."/ . . :. 
hauteur. ·Ecrir.J la lettro cori'_espond:an:t ·a .. la r;oponse d 'un rectan-
0 • ~ 
gle qui mosure 8 pl.eds de ba:SO et 4- .pieds de hhutbur·o 
.. 
a .. 32· "b 24 . c 48 Q. 36 
. 
-94~ Lq.ngitU,de ·.veut dire la distance .ast .ou oue.st du ···prime meridien 
'. 
du globe t~~~~str~.~ ; ;=:. 
. . ~ . 
Ecr:1.,re lA. lettre indl~uant la lc·ngitude :d'ufi ·nt~~fre~ 
· .. \ . . . . 
a. Sud 
·0 . ·. 
IO ·I9' 36" •:.' 
' ... 
be Ouest ')0 c:.. 48' ron : .! 
Co Nord 30 47'. 25ft 
• ' , I i .. i' ; ~ 
95e · Americain :est 1 i adj·actif dorive du. mot Amoriquo~· 
/' . : .. ,, .. 
Choisir i 1 ad jec ttf dori vo du nom Aus;trplic·.· · 
I de l'Australie 2 Australia 3 Australien ' ... 
' ~ . 
/ , ... · . 
96., Generalemont on forme un advorbe en aj.outant mont a i'Rdjectif 
feminin_, tol quo be au, bellomon t. Fo:rrne;r .1 'a<lvo'rbe de Gr;'1Ud, 
I grandement 2 plus grand 3 aus sl gpand .. .-
'· 
85 
Jl / .I 
Directions: Indiquez la ropcnse par lo nuraoro place ·du m~ e 
97e·Les noms en o.u prennent s au pluriol les exceptions·prennent x., 
Choisir le pluriol de bijou. 
I bijous 2 bijoux 3 bijoues 
98e Les adjoctifs termines pc.r "on11 double:q.t la consonno n ·avant 
·d 1ajoutor 1 1o muet .. Choisir la bonne repcnse., 
! 
I Chretien 2 Chretionne 
99 .. Lire la rocotte qui suit .. 
2j- t~lsscs de sucre 
2 cerr~s do ch0colat 
I cuillilre a table do b(mrro 
I tc.sse de .lnit· 
I cuill0 re a the d 'essence do vanille 
' 
I 3 Chrotiene 
.. · 
Au sucre ajoutez lo chocolat rape; mottez y lo lai t et le 
' . "\ . 
beurre et faitos bouillir lentcment jusqu 1 a ~e que lo bonbon forme 
des boules mollos Qne fois mises dnns 1 1 onu/ Enlevez du feu, ajoutez 
. : .. • ""! 
1,' essence de vanille ot battcz lo tout jusqu 1 a ce .qu1 il dovienne . 
1, 1 e'paissour de lo. cr~me,pu~s vide~ dans uno casserole bien beurree. 
~ . : . . =~ . . ' 
Ecrire le nombPo de 1 'item qui viont en tl"oisiome liou dans la 
/ 
r'ocette ci-haut monticnnee 
I chocola t 2 lait 3 sucre 4 bourre 
IOO. La ligne diagonale d 1un rectangl:.;; so trcuve en A.dditionnant le 
Carre do la base au CBl''r~ do lA. hauteur puis on extray~nt la 
.• 
racine c arroe du total des deux. 
Indiquoz la longueur de la ligna diagonale d'un rectangle dont 
la base a 3 pouces ct 4 P?Uces de hauteur .. 
. · .. / ·; / ( Le carre de trois est 9; lo carre do 4 est I6; ot lo carre de 
5 est 25) .. 
b 7 c 5 d I2 
. ( 
86 
.. 
.. . . . ~ -·· . .. ' ..... 
--------------·--.-.. -,.-. --:-:-._,. -.-.--·--·:--:=--~-~.....;...; ...... ~;....,._---__;_.-, .-. ;......_.-......;_;;..;.;· ........ . 
Directions: 
/ ~o '. ..,~ \o 
· Ecrire le nombre qui correspcnq a la benne repcnse. 
0 • ······- ............ -·· ..... . 
TEST 2 -- SECTION F 
IOI~~~ On trouve le: titr.e dans quelle partie du livre? 
I cornmericoment · 2 milieu 3 f'in 
I02. On trcuvc 1 1appendice .dans quelle partie dti 'livre? 
I commoncemont 2 milieu 3 f'in " 
I03o Le glcssnire contient: '· 
I index . 2 dof'i:hi t'i:ms :. · .;3. images 
. . 
-
I04e · La biblic:grapnie se trcuve dr.ns quelle•-part·~-0· du livre· ou .. 
chapitre? 
I commencement 2 milieu 3 f'in 
I0.5GD 
I On trouve la preface dnns quo~lo po.rtic du l.ivre? 
I commencement 2 milieu 3 tin 
LIRE CE QUI SUIT AFIN DE REPONDRE 1\UX QUESTION~ IOo ot I07 411 
TabJc .de Mntiores 
Chapitre Pnge 
His tuiro du cotonnier ~.·~ ·.,'.~ •• ; •• : ·• ..... ., ..... ~ ... '· .. e ,.'I 
Lc devolcppemcnt du f'il ago du c•::;.t<";n o .. ·~; ~ .. ., .. o ui3 
Le champ do ccton ., ....................... !O .............. o.22 
Lu trir:::mphe do 1 1invcntion mcc?.n:t:qu.e .......... o,..3.5 
Cul turo d u c cton • ··'~., ................ o •••• o ............. 44 
Classif'icaticn des r<fcDlt es .... ". 0 ...... " .... 0 e. Q 76 
Tissage et f'ilage m:;derne .......... o ••• o ....... .. 85 
.... 
I06. Choisir la lottre qui indique lo. pf1gc sur ln qu.elle cc·rnrncnce 
11 Les Champs· do cvton".., 
a I b 22 ' c 76 d I3 
I07., Ecrire le nombro du chR.pltre sur lcquel le s informntions de 
la pe.ge 83 appr,rtionnent., 
I Classif'ication dos recoltos 2 Culture de cctcn 3 Filege et 
j -~ 
tissage m;:;.derne 
~. 
... ! 
i 
EXAMINEZ bien ltindex ci~dosscus puis trcu..voz los rop8nsos aux items 
I08, I09,~~ IIOo 
INDEX 
~ . 
Bo.nanes: En Afrique, . .3·4.5;: Amerique Centrale,~~ 23.I; Chine, 339; 
Colombie, 252; leur impcr to.nce comrne nourri ture 11 23I; Mexique 11 228; 
nux Philippines 11 208; ··dans les ·Indas. Occidentnles, 234. 
Bangkok, "Ve:nise do l'·Asio", 392, 393e 
Barcelone, 356;. · 
Barque navigable,. ccmrne coi!'llnerce ot r·"'utos nation3les. 
0re;e, en Afghanistan, 384; en Afrique, 3.59; en Alaska, 204; 
en Arabic, 379; en·'Bulgarie 11 332; · :iu Chili,. 264; · en T.chechoslovaquie; 3I7; au Dan\;)mark, 307; en Finlnnde, 296; en Ncuvelle-Zolande, 4I7; 
en Na:rvbgo, 292'; en Polc.gri0 11 3I6;. en Suede, 294·e . . · · , .. 
Baraneuille 11 2520 
I58, Ecrfre ·1 a ·le.ttr6 indiquaht la .pf.l.c;o ·su!' laquellb '.on .. trcuvera des 
inf:,)rmaticns sur Barce:}.one0 
I09 
IIOe 
a II2 b 234 c 336 d 379 
Ecrire la lottre indiquant ln pnge sur laquolle se trc,uve des 
inf8rmati .. :::'!los' •SUr'· ;to.. iJr><t:·,~uct;ion. de~ ·ba:hanes au Mexique 0 
• • • .... .. • :t • ... .• • • ·~. • • • .. · .. :·,;:·. . ~ .. 
a 204 .·-: .. , · · . · · · ·. b· 2-52 . .....• c. 228.. : d. 2I6· ... 
• • • r;. p .. :;. • • .•. : .:. ~. . ••• ,~· :: •• -.. t, J • 
Ecrire 1 a ;1-e.:t·t-.r-c• ·ind·iqu.a.nt. la p.a[:;e . .sm:> 1 aqtl:Oll c c:n trouver,a des 
inf 0 rrna t :r·bns· -su~$ J., '-'J;r>-~.e- du, D-ancmc.r-k 0 •' 
.. ... .. • 4. ~ • .. • • ·~ • • • •• ~ • \. .. ···: 
a 336 ··b· 4I7 ·C· 345 d 307 
, . 
. : 
CHOISIR los a·eux mots·qui pormettent ·:'!.e trouve:r> lfin.formation soit 
dans 1 1encyclcpedie 9 soit dan~ un livre· cre r6.fererico. 
EXEMPLE: Patinage en Hollando 
I .,Patinage 2 La lutte 
3 Baseball 4 Foctball 
.. / 
R6:eonso 5 Recreation en Hcllunde I-5 
~ ,. 
IIIo L'olevage du betail au Texas 
I Texas 2 Animaux 
3 Betail . 4 Agriculture 
' . 
5. Viande 
II2G Cultur·~ du· Coton ·dans ·la Lc~isicilo . 
•• ••• & •• I Fila'go· · ,. · 
3 Coton 
. . . 
2 :T}i·s~tge . 
·4 'L:misia:rio '·' 
. . :: .. ~~ :. : . 
5 ·:M[I,c:hine . egrener le 
cc,ton 
II3o Com:.m.Uriication Trans-Atlantique par Telephone 
. . . •. . . . . 
I Trans-Atlnntique 
3 Inventeurs 
2 Te'JD phone 
4 J ourriaux- 5 Cnbles. 
II4.,. Insectcs destruct:i.fs d·ans 1 'industrie du coton· 
I Agriculture .. 
3 Coton 
II5e Le Fo:)tball on Amerique 
I Eccles 
3 Football 
2 Industrie 
: ;4 Destruction · 5 Peste 
2 Lir~ues 
4 Jeti.x 5 Amerique 
'. ( 
: . : 
;_ .. 
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LIRE L'HISTOIRE . TEST .2 . SECTI-ON G · · 
.. :~ ~ ' . ' .. l: .. , l, ·~ ' .•. ~ • · .. : .. 
;· f·:··. ; ! 
A~ dcbu:i :cter l'Arrierique, :i'es 'rorots ~et~.iont 1 'n6ent principalc 
utilise pour :I. 'habi tatLm1)-.. -Les- arbros tres· abondants offraicnt le 
bois do. charponte pour les mais:JnS et Jes• l'11Clyons do construire des 
rof'ugos contre 1 'attaque dGs sD.uvagcse 
Puisqu'il etait nocess·airo do bo.tir dos maisons ot de deblayer 
la terre l<e chantier f'ut ln i)r·ernicro· industrie en .Amerique.· La 
I.,. "!If,. 
premiere sc;i.-~-:rlo fut· localisoo rospoc·tfvom.ent a Jamestown dans la . 
Virginia ot a Berwick, Maine en I625 o-t,.I63L, q9s. promieros scierios 
.f-:.ncti.:::nnaicnt p8.r pouvcir d 'eau ot no· i)roc1uisaient quo quolquo cent 
pieds do planchos par jour. ... _ 
.. ·, .... • ....... .. 
• • . . . • . f p .. ... i ·. . : ·. .~. . . 0 
Avec lo: doii.olcppoment · dti ·'pr..ys·, ~ ·1-Js domandos pr:mr b::·is de cons-
tructic,n aue;umentaiont. Dt-::s mo.cb,i:t},os_ :n:;~vo~·lcs -et ·efficacos ·ainsi 
quo d os mothcdos perfoctionnees sc · d-:ivolcj)poront rvec uno otonnante 
rapidi te. A mo sure quo les forot}J, so debln.yniont il dovint impossible 
r.>ux hormnos de ch:::..ntior. do c~o_mcur/;i" 4o.'ns lours foyers,· consoquol11t"nent 
lo devoloppemont d.u chantior· c1--iri's sos promiors stac;os otai t rustique 
o t mal s'aine . .. _ ,_. 1, .. :. . . -· , , . ' ·• 
Apre s quci il en rosul ts y1a ,c.f;:.t :industr:Lo; .. 'Llh. d'ov.eJ.:cppement plus 
sntisf'nis~:.mto Lo <;hantior f·-u,t r.onii:llo_c~: -~Jnr lc villa.go .. clumtier qui 
est plus mcderne··EJ-t plus D ln'·· pD.(jc." .. ·_ L~s muth(·dcs sciontif'iques de 
rofaire 1 cs f'(.;rets c t do roplrmt..~:r ~.:::.o.s. ~-":r'br,..:;s. f'1:1J;'J>nt introduites et · 
ont ramona des torrcs :i.ncultcs ·f> 1.ih oti:1t pro.:.l..uctif. Los moyons modernes 
de construction dom~ndont boo.1.-'.C91..1P m.•)i!?-S de bois qu'nuparavant a cnuse 
de 1 'usage de 1 'ncie et. du. ceinc:nt;~ ot· .i?·r,r consequent, 1 ro.venir d·e 
1 1 indus trio do be, is· est ·1 cnc·' on q uolquo S:)l~to incerto.ine 
TEST 2 SEC'l'ION G.- ( .. sui to) .... 
Inscrirc la benne rop~nse. V0US v~urre~ ~eliro l'Drticlo. 
II6e Lc ti tro le plus 8.pJ?r~:,prie n c~tte lecture est: 
I Lo chnntior-' · 2 L 'Abri · 3 Los Forots 
II7o Comma industria en Amerique lo c.hnntior f'ut: 
I troisiomo 2 socsnn 3 premier 
II8o En I625 lr. premiere sciorio f'ut c.: 
I Berwick 2 Jr.rno st, 1rm 3 Maine 
II9. Cus premieres sciurios nc produisciont qu'un n:~mbro limite do 
plr.nchos 
I a pou _i:)ros cinquantc 2 plusicurs c;.,ntPines 3 plusiours mille 
I20o Los torrrdns incult es i'uront utilise;s on 
I los brulant 2 los lo.issr.nt en b'Jis deb~ D.t 3 repla.ntnnt les forets 
I2Io Los f'orcts dus a des precedes scicntifiques ont ote 
I diminuoes 2 ronC::.uos incult es ·3 prosorvoes 
I22~~~ La production du bois de plnncho a diminuo a c?..uso de 1 'emploi 
I des appartoments 2 do l 93cior 3 dos automobiles 
.. 
LIRE CETTE HISTOIRE 
L'oranger est un petit arbre tcujours vert avec des ~euilles 
ovale s d 'un vert ~once.e Sos ~lours bla.nches et jaunes f'once sont 
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/ 
odori~erantes. ; Son ~ruit est d'une savour agreqble. A n'impcrte quel 
stage de leur devoloppement ont trouvo assoz s::;uvcnt los f'leurs et 
1 os ~rui ts sur lc m~i:no arbro et on m'ornc temps. 
L'orangor est originrdro do Sud d0 lo Chino ou il otait 
cultivo au mc;yon-nge. Vers I500 A .. D .. la culture de l'orsngor so 
r8.pandit rapidemont ~. travers los r ~~i:ms chnudose Il ost maintenant 
/ 
le plus importfmt du tjGnro citronnioro Il est cultive dEns les pays 
'· qui bordont ln. Modi torrannco 1 1 7Inde, lo Jnp.,n, los Indes orientales, 
,. 
la Jamaiquo et lo Brosile119 Au.x Etc.ts-Unis 9 lf:l Cnlif'crnie et lo Floride 
I 
sont les premiers producteurs hion quo co f'ruit S'.::::i.t o.ussi cultive 
dans la Louisiane., 1 1Alabama 9 o.u Texas ot en Arizona. Los statistiques 
demontront que le nombro de co.issos produitos nux Etnts-Unis so lit 
comme suit: 
ETATS 
Flori~ 
Cali~ ernie 
Texas 
Arizona 
Louisiane 
Autres 
NOMBRE DE BOITES 59,ooo,ooo 
36,000,000 
3,500,000 
670,000 
300,000 
4,400,000 
TOTAL I03,870,000 
I 
Les oro.ngos servant comme dessert delicieux et f'ournissent 
\ 
un breuvaco ra~raichissant .. Les polures d'orango sorvent a ~aire de 
la marmelade, 'a assaisonner et a c '.:nu'ectisnner des bonbons. Des 
cvuronnes de maries sent ~aites avoc ces ~leurs. La f'leur et 1 1huile 
.. 
d 'oranger sc.nt des ingredients utilises p;;ur les parf'ums et le ~in 
grain du bois jt=mnc do cot arbro est do grnndo vnleur pour 1 'art du 
tournour et pour le trnvnil de la marquoterie. 
! 
In&crire la reponse justee Il est yermis de rolire le text si 
necessaire. 
I23 $ Le meilleur titre pour c ettc histoire est: 
I Les Arbres 2 La valeur des or~nges 3 Les Or~mges 
I24e Les oranges sont originairos de: 
I L'Inde 2 La Chine 3 Calif'ornie 
I~.5e Le plus imp:Jrtnns des fruits citr: . .Jnnier est: 
I Pamplemousse 2 Citron 3 ornne;e 
/ / 
I26. L'etat qui n cultive lo plus d t,~,ro.nc;e d11.ns une soule annee est; 
I Califcr nie 3 Arizona 
I I27 e A peu pres 3.5 pour cent des c·rnngcs furont cultivees en 
I Cali:f'ornie 2 Florida 3 Arizona 
'· I28. La culture des oranges a le plus de succos dans un climat 
2 glacial 3 chaud 
,. 
I29e Un des sous-produits do lforance est utilise dans la fabrication du . 
I pa.picr 2 parfum 3 linge 
'. 
. . 
LIRE a&TTE HISTOIRE 
Le MAYFLOYIER, va.isseau dans lequel les Pclerins sent venus en 
Amerique, etait lo plus typique des v~isseaux a voilos. CY&tait un 
V&isscau a trois mats de Cf,nt ;;>iCdS de l~:m[;UCUI" ot de Vingt•cinq picds 
de largeur.. Jusqu'au debut de dix-neu.vieme siecle les vaisseaux qui 
appertenaient 'Rux mrchands, aux horn..'TI.es de chenticrs at aux pecheurs 
ressemblaient tous au Mayflower du temps colonial ct r epondaient 
ad6quatcment aux be soins de cc temps. · 
Au milieu du I9ieoo s iecle 1 tAngle terrEJ comrr..cn va a s c servir de 
oateaux b vapeur et d'acier .. Ils etaicnt boaucoup p:ihus rapides et 
bien tot devonc·erent 1e vais~_cau typique des tamps coloniaux. Af'in de 
:mn.intcnir en echcc les competitions des V?isscaux rnDrchz:nds, il E§tait 
necessairc aux A.mrricains de cors truiro un vr.isscnu ':litEmt plus r~:~pide 
et plus f11ciJ£ 'a manier.. Ccci fut .le rcsultat du "fin voilier" qui 
pour un temps fut capable de compe"tition houreuse avec los Anglais. 
Avec lc d eveloppefucnt du v a is seau 'b vupeur, ce nouveau genre de vais~ ~ 
· so au f'ut. mis do· c· otc. 
Au c ommence:rr.ent du vingti'Ome si.ccle le nouveau veisseau a 
vapeur a tteigni t un developporr.t:: nt rem·"lrquablo" .Dons los trente ans 
qui suivirent le s bu:t'or.~ux firGnt du ~~ogres en proportion aussi bien 
qu 7 en richesse. La "M9urctania" lancee en I908 etait considere une 
merveille pour S'J pesmteur de 30,700 tonnes, Il remport1:1 le record 
de vitesse trans-Atloptique,de cinq jours et demi·pour vingt ans. 
Cependant cho.que nnnee amenerent dos ch[~ngements dans lo navigation dus 
a la pesanteur et -b la vitessc, jusqy 1 c. co que le "Bremen" fut construit 
Ce vaisseau depassD toute espersnce en tr:versnnt l'Atlcntique en neuf 
heures de moins e PlUS tnrd, le "Queen Mory" et la "Normailil:fe.l'depasse-
rent ce record de 24 houres. 
ECRIRE IE NOMBRE DE LA REPONSE 
I3f'l .. Le titre le plus convenoble pour cettc histoire est 
I Pelerins 2 MAYFL01riER 3 Vaisseaux 
I3I. Au I9ieme si'ecle le s Am.ericains cons truisircnt le 
I Le Voilier 2 MAYFLOWER 3 BREMEN 
I32o Le commerce A~icain fut stimule par la competition de 
I 1' Italic · 2 Anglcterrc 3 Japon 
133" Le 11Voilier17 fit une heureuse compe'tition parce-qu'il ~tt::it 
I bateau a vapeur 2 bcteau passsger 3 facile a conduire 
IJ4" Le "Bremen" travers a 1 'li tlc.n tique en 
I 7 jours 2 six jours 3 l5 jours 
', 
I35 .. Le mot suivirent dans le 3ieme par~graphe signifie 
I succederent 2 avec succes 3 result~rent 
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DIRECTIONS: Choisir le numBro correspondant a la bonne r~ponse. 
I36e Lc mot supprim~ dans le 3i6me parngraphe veut dire 
I vibr6 2 remplncEr 3 peu orc'linaire 
I37. Le mot vogue dans le troisleme paragraphe veut dire 
I en us~ge 2 courrant electrique 3 peu ordindre 
. Lire les huits enonce's suivants .. 
Choisir 1e meilleur tmtre pour chacun des qu~1tres paragrHphese 
I)8 .. Le meilleur 
I 
I39" Le meilleur 
4 
I40 .. Le meilleur 
I 
I4I• Le meilleur 
4 
I. Progros r~cents 
2 e Les ho:mme s de ln radio 1 
), Les efforts cos inventeurs 
·4· En I874 5o Effets de lc r ndi'o 
6o Les Sons et los Mcss~1ge a 
?<J DbmDnstrJtions pr:::tiques 
So Succes 
titre pour le premier pnrngrnphe 
2 3 ·4 
titre ' pnrographe pour le d eum:ieme 
5 6 7 
' 
c:st 
est 
titre p .)Ur le troi sieme pnrngraphe est 
2 3 4 
' titre pour le quatrieme pl:lragraphe est 
5 6 7 
Le.s objets suiv221ts sont mentionnes dans l'histoire: 
Tubes sans air 
Ondes d 1etincelles humidcs 
Programmes 0c radio 
Series trnnsp~rentos 
5 
8 
8 
L'ordre dans lequel ces objets sont mentionnes dans l'histoire est le 
su:Lvant. 
I42, Les tubes air sont " sans nommes 
Ier 2ierrD )ieme 4ierre 
I4Je Les ondes d r etincello s humides sent mentionnes 
Ier 2ieme 3ie:me 4ieme 
I44e Les programnBs de radio sont mentionnes dans 
Ier 2icme 3ieme 4ieme 
I45e Les series transpa rentes / sont mentionnes 
Ier ~ieme 3ieme 4ie:ae 
1 TES't 2 SECTION G (continue d) 
LIRE CETTE HISTOIRE 
En I894 Guglielmo Marconi commenca une s~rie dtexperience 
avec la radio sans fi 1 ~ Il n' avai t alors quf; vingt m s, rna is il lmtta 
courageusement jour ~:pres jour EJsssynnt de s'instruire d'avantnge sur 
le sans fil.. 
Marconi appor:ba son oppareil en Angle terre en I896 afin de 
demontrer ce qui pouvai t ·etre fait .:1vec ln. 'tel9graphi sans:· .l'J.l. A 
SPle sbury Pls in un messege .f:'ut envoye et requ d 'une rive a 1 'm tre 
d 1 ur.e distance de deux miles.. A 1 a fin do I897, il avalitt transmis 
des ond es ·a un V£tissecu qui €'tait a dix milles sur mer! et plus tard 
entre Sale·sbury e t BR"'th qui s-on t dis tf.·ncei::ls d e vingt-qua tre mille s '! 
En I899, le gouvernerocnt frrmcais lui d;;mc.nda d'essayer ltenvoi dtun 
mess£1ge de la Mttnche (English Channel). Cet attent3t re-ussi et 
l'avenir de la toJegraphie sans fil sembloit assure~ 
·' A me sure que Je s homrr.e s in t;;')ros sos 8 la radio., r egardent 
en arr1.ere et qu' ils ccmparcnt 1 e p r(;micr iDs trumcnt de Marconi avec 
ceux d' aujourd t hui, 1<:. tro.vcrsc e ~~ o lr; mer per r ~..:dio semble un mirncle a. 
L'appnreil que IVJ:arconi avait etr:dt tr0s rustiquo n compsror a l•outil""' 
loge mcderne. Tout cc qu 1il OVDit commr· moyen de transmission, etait 
de reproduirt:.. des cndcs impt-:rfuitcs d 1 6tincclles humidos qui ne don-
naient pas de mcthcrl es preciscs et r!loccord accentuo 1:0 squelles 
methodes sont en voque aujourd'hui. P:;rmi les dc,vcloppe:rr:E.nts importants 
on trouve les se ... ries transp£',rcntes qui cnt ete supprimees pc.r le s tubes 
sans nir et d tautres inventions moderne y cmt.pris le moyen de produire 
snns interruption des ondos qui rendent possibili nos remarquables 
programmes de radio~ 
Le d eveloppement de ln r ~vUo a rnpprochi:~- le monde en 
procurant un moyen ou les sons et les mess~:.gcs pcuvent ~tre transmis 
rapidement. Au moyen de ·rncio-d.iffusion, des divertissements ~ana 
fli nous sont fournis dans nos r:oyers. La deve_loppemt:..nt des series 
d'ondes courtes a aussi rendu possible le progrcs du co:rnrerce, de 
l' industrie, et de plus, de pr€)venir lo crime.. · 
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DIRECTIVES 
CALIFORNIA READING TEST FORM BB 
Traduction francaise 
Temps accorde pour chaque test: 
Test 1. Vocabulaire 
Test 2. Lecture 
Total 
16 minutes 
.J1._minutes 
58 minutes 
Le temps donne aux explications est de surplus. 
Prel iminaires: 
1. Remplir 1'entete de 1e feuil1e aux reponses (Scoreze) 
2. Faire ecrire toutes les reponses sur 1a feuille destinee 
a cet effet en remplissant avec un crayon noir le petit 
carreau du numero indiquant le reponse choisie. 
Exemp1e: 1 2 3 4 
Ici 1e numero deux designe la reponse choisie. 
3. Se rendre compte si tous 1es e1eves ont compris la maniere 
d'inscrire leurs reponses. Donner une illustration au 
tableau noir. 
4. A chaque section nouvelle donner le signal d'ensemble 
11Commencez. 11 Lorsque le temps est expire un autre signal 
"Arretez." S'il arrivait que 90% des eleves finissaient 
avant le temps indique 1a maitresse donnerait 1e signal 
d'arret avant la fin du temps accorde. Etre fidele a tenir 
compte du temps, et ne permettre que le temps precis. 
5. Distribuer les liv~ets et les feuilles a reponses (scoreze) 
TEST 1. SECTION A 4 minutes 
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La maitresse lira a haute voix l'entete qui donne l'explication 
de chaque section et s'assura des le debut si 1es e1eves in-
scrivent les reponses correspondant au numero du 1ivret. 
Test 1. 
Signal: 11Commencez" 4 minutes "Fini:s.sez'c1 
SECTION B 4 minutes 
Repondre aux numeros 211 a 45, page 2 
Lire instruction a haute voix. 
Etre sure que les eleves tiennent compte des numeros. 
Correspondant aux reponses sur la feuil1e (scoreze) 
Signal: "Commencez11 4 minutes !,lFinissez 11 
TEST 1. SECTION C 4 minutes 
Repondre aux numeros 46 a 68 page 3 
Lire instructions a haute voix. 
Etre sure que les eleves suivent 1es numeros correspondant 
aux reponses sur 1a feuille (scoreze) 
Signal: "Commencez" 4 minutes "Finissez" 
TEST 1. SECTION D 4 minutes 
Repondre aux numeros 69 a 90 page 4 
Lire instructions a haute voix. 
Attention aux numeros des reponses. 
Signal: "Commencez" 4 minutes 11Finissez" 
TEST 2. SECTION E 10 minutes 
Repondre aux numeros 91 a 100 page 5 
Lire instructions a haute voix. 
Bien placer 1es reponses a l'endroit choisi. 
Signal: "Commencez" 10 minutes "Finissez" 
TEST 2. SECTION F 7 minutes 
TEST 2. 
Repondre aux numeros 101 a 115 page 6 
ATTENTION: Lorsque le numero 110 sera fini les directions 
changent. Lire attentivement 1es nouvelles 
directives. Bien suivre les numeros. Trouvez 
1e numero 101 avant de commencer. Repondre a 
autant de questions que vous etes capable. 
Signal: "Commencez" 7 minutes "Finissez" 
SECTION G 25 minutes 
Dans cette partie, il y a quatre petites histoires. 
Lire la premiere et faire repondre aux questions a la 
suite de l'histoire. Etre toujours fidele a placer la 
reponse au numero correspondant sur la jeuille (scoreze) 
Il est permis de relire l~histoire si c'est necessaire; 
puis continuer a lire 1es trois autres histoires et 
repondre a autant de questions qu'il y a possibilite. 
N.B. Il est a remarquer que les questions de la quatrieme 
histoire sont placees avant l'histoire, rectifier ce mefait 
Signal: "Commencez" 25 minutes "Finissez" 
Demander aux eleves de s'assurer si les reponses mises sur 
la feuille (scoreze) sont bien visibles. 
Remettre les livrets et feuilles. 
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APPENDIX D 
CORRELATION TABLES 
Table 35. Administration of the California Test of Mental Maturity, 
Non-Language Section 
Number of 
Students 
147 
Table 36. 
Number of 
Students 
147 
Table 37. 
Number of 
Students 
147 
Mean 
100.86 
California Reading 
English 
Mean 
102.33 
California Reading 
French Translation 
Mean 
88.70 
Median S.D. 
102 13.75 
Test 2 Intermediate Grades 2 Form AA, 
Median S.D. 
102 14.85 
Test 2 Intermediate Grades 2 Form BB, 
Median S.D. 
89 15.30 
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Table 38. Pearson Coefficient of Correlation Between the Mental Matur-
ity and Reading Test Form AA English 
Test 
Mental Maturity 
English Reading 
Number of 
Students 
147 
147 
Mean 
100.857 
102.469 
S.D. 
13.747 
15.234 
r 
.6024 
Table 39. Pearson Coefficient of Correlation Between the Mental 
Maturity and Reading Test, Translated in French 
Test 
Mental Maturity 
French Reading 
Number of 
Students 
147 
147 
Table 40. Pearson Coefficient of 
Vocabulary Section and 
Test Number of Students 
English 147 
French 147 
Mean 
Diff. 
100.857 
88.701 
S.D. 
13.747 
15.298 
Correlation Between the 
the French Vocabulary 
Mean S.D. Diff. 
64.721 9.579 
-55.027 10.682 
r 
.5562 
English 
r 
.7292 
95 
Table 41. Pearson Coefficient of Correlation Between the Reading Com-
prehension on the English and the Reading Co~rehension on 
the French Translated Test 
Test 
English Reading 
French Reading 
Number of 
Students 
147 
147 
Mean 
Diff. 
37.816 
33.714 
S.D. 
6.693 
5.871 
r 
.7183 
Table 42. Grade Placement on Mental Maturity Test with Grade Placement 
on California Reading Test, Form AA, English 
Test 
Mental Maturity 
Reading 
Number of 
Students 
147 
147 
Mean 
Diff. 
8.799 
8.735 
S.D. 
1.824 
1.273 
r 
.5229 
Table 43. Grade Placement on Mental Maturity with Grade Placement on 
French Translated Form BB 
Test 
Mental Maturity 
French Translated 
Number of 
Students 
147 
147 
Mean 
Diff. 
8. 799 
7.811 
S.D. 
1.824 
1.069 
r 
.5054 
Table 44. Group A English Reading with Mental Ability (IQ's 110 and 
Above) 
Test 
Mental Maturity 
Reading 
Number of 
Students 
32 
32 
Mean 
Diff. 
10.9625 
9.45 
. S.D. 
1.45 
.687 
r 
.5519 
Table 45. Group A French Reading with Mental Abi·lity (IQ's 100 and 
Above) 
Test 
Mental Maturity 
Reading 
Number of 
Students 
32 
32 
Mean 
Diff. 
10.9625 
8.5094 
S.D. r 
.4710 
Table 46. Group B Mental Ability with English Reading (IQ's 90-109) 
Test 
Mental Maturity 
Reading 
Number of 
Students 
86 
86 
Mean 
Diff. 
8.793 
8.856 
S.D. r 
.2911 
96 
Table 47. Group B Mental Ability with French Reading (IQ's 90-109) 
Test 
Mental Maturity 
Reading 
Number of 
Students 
86 
86 
Mean 
Diff. 
8.793 
7.765 
S.D. r 
.2594 
Table 48. Group C Mental Ability with English Reading (IQ's 89 and 
Below) 
Test 
Mental Maturity 
Reading 
Number of 
Students 
29 
29 
Mean 
Diff. 
6.431 
7.590 
S.D. r 
.0515 
Table 49. Group C Mental Ability with French Reading (IQ's 89 and 
Below) 
Test 
Mental Maturity 
Reading 
Number of 
Students 
29 
29 
Mean 
Diff. 
6.431 
7.179 
S.D. r 
.3541 
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APPENDIX E 
Intermediate • GRADES 7 - 8 - 9 • form 
(Formerly: Progressive Reading Test) 
DEVISED BY ERNEST W. TIEGS AND WILLIS W. CLARK 
98 
PUBLISHED BY CAL1FORNIA TEST BUREAU- 5916 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD - LOS ANGELES 28, CALIFORNIA 
BRANCH OFFICES: MADISON, WISC.; NEW CUMBERIJ\ND, PA. - COPYRIGHT 1950 BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU - PRinTED IN U. S. A. 
SAMPLE: A. large 1 rich 
3 gone 
2 small 
4 away 
TEST 1 -SECTION A 
1. buy 1 between 2 matter 
3 sell 4 point 1 
2. whole 1 young 2 three 
3 section 4 sight 2 
3. gam 1 hoard 2 doubt 
3 instead 4 loss 3 
4. divide 1 game 2 double 
3 stock 4 throw 4 
5. debt 1 credit 2 frequent 
3 palace 4 observe 5 
6. scarce 1 lease 2 plenty 
3 swift 4 remove 
7. principal 1 secure 2 section 
3 interest 4 praise 7 
8. surface 1 action 2 lodge 
3 distant 4 interior 8 
9. borrow 1 loan 2 design 
3 locate 4 harness --9 
curve 1 passage 2 tern per 
3 relate 4 straight ____ 10 
11. cash 1zone 2 credit 
s mend 4 absent 11 
12. peak 1 fortress 2 base 
3 drank 4 director __ 12 
13. ongm 1 dipper 2 cradle 
3 calamity 4 termination --1 3 
J4. negative 1 positive 2 cataract 
3 ecstasy 4 hypocrite 14 
15. unequal 1 merciless 2 equivalent 
3 outdoor 4 scamper __ 15 
16. horizontal 1 scenery 2 tour 
3 narrative 4 vertical __ 16 
17. revenue 1 receipt 2 expenditure 
3 dishonest 4 money __ 17 
18. solid 1 angle 2 original 
3 plane 4 investment __ 18 
19. cancel 1 retreat 2 zero 
3 record 4 edge __ 19 
20. accumulate 1 casualty 2 dispense 
3 spontaneous 4 scathe --2 0 
21. obtuse 1 triangle 2 immense 
3 acute 4 flat __ 21 
cylinder 1 bucket 2 tank 
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3 encircle 4 prism __ 22 
Sec. A Score 
(number right I ................................ . 
Correct Test 
Booklet Mark 
2 A 
Corred Answer 
Sheet Mark 
1 2 3 
A " I 
TEST 1 - SECTION B 
23. summer 1 year 2 time 
4 
" 
3 winter 4 river __ 23 
24. unite 1 bleach 2 separate 
3 tie 4 annex __ 2 4 
25. flexible 1 brittle 2 decay 
3 similar 4 harsh __ u; 
26. expand 1 accidental 2 nature 
3 compress 4 hose --2 6 
27. construction 1 cluster 2 fertile 
. 
3 frozen 4 destruction __ 2 7 
28. positive 1 external 2 negative 
3 rafter 4 separate __ 28 
29. medicine 1 sterile 2 total 
3 poison 4 rivulet __ 29 
30. reduce 1 ascend 2 melt 
3 contract 4 increase __ 30 
31. furnace 1 definite 2 spring 
3 refrigerator 4 consume __ 31 
32. torrid 1 narrow 2 frigid 
3 electric 4 rigid __ 32 
33. root 1 stem 2 food 
3 ground 4 green __ 3 3 
34. rind 1 huff 2 dell 
3 core 4 origin __ 34 
35. sanitary 1 shorten 2 noxious 
3 bleach 4 synthesis __ 35 
36. vertical 1 concave 2 convex 
3 bisect 4 horizontal __ 36 
37. rigid 1 gravity 2 pliant 
3 expand 4 repel __ 3 7 
38. magnify 1 indigo 2 detract 
3 naught 4 process __ 38 
39. diffused 1 separated 2 heated 
3 cooled 4 concentrated __ 39 
40. sever 1 identify 2 compact 
3 rave 4 staple __ 40 
41. portable 1 stationary 2 conserve 
3 soot 4 minor __ 41 
42. external 1 element 2 sterile 
3 internal 4 accidental __ 42 
43. botany 1 nature 2 zoology 
3 biology 4 plant __ 43 
44. volatile 1 stable 2 fertile 
3 visible 4 molten __ 44 
45. generator 1 pump 2 motor 
3 horsepower 4 amperes __ 4 5 
Sec. B Score 
(number right I ................................ . 
SAMPLE: B. large 1 rich 
3 gone 
2 small 
4 away 
TEST 1 - SECTION C 
46. city 1 country 2 burn 
3 follow 4 land __ 46 
47. labor 1 paper 2 capital 
3 quick 4 army __ 47 
48. master 1 next 2 article 
3 important 4 slave __ 48 
49. village 1 city 2 sudden 
3 narrow 4 report --4 9 
50. union 1 action 2 separation 
3 imagine 4 accompany __ 50 
51. justice 1 owe 2 kingdom 
3 injustice 4 feather __ 51 
52. attack 1 avenue 2 district 
3 defend 4 shower __ 52 
53. conquered 1 victorious 2 tremble 
3 manage 4 overthrow __ 53 
54. monarch 1 convenient 2 subject 
3 foundation 4 joint __ 54 
55. league 1 model 2 discord 
3 liven 4 virtue __ 55 
56. worship 1 proclaim 2 territory 
3 scoff 4 draft __ 56 
57. vanquish 1 climate 2 guilty 
3 falter 4 pillow __ 57 
58. dissolve 1 bought 2 county 
3 scorn 4 organize __ 58 
59. servitude !independence 2 hobby 
3 displeasure 4 commotion __ 59 
60. traitor 1 moral 2 legion 
3 advocate 4 liquor __ so 
61. agreement 1 loathe 2 dissension 
3 hazel 4 interval __ 61 
62. breach 1 denounce 2 invert 
3 edifice 4 alliance __ 62 
63. cooperation 1 force 2 nameless 
3 opposition 4 illustration __ 63 
64. information 1 union 2 ignorance 
3 exemption 4 courageous __ 64 
65. revoke 1 empower 2 vote 
3 pursue 4 illuminate __ 65 
66. surrender 1 stupid 2 readily 
3 mule 4 reserve __ 66 
67. minor 1 tenor 2 adult 
3 yeast '4 censor --67 
68. vassal 1 serpent 2 vagabond 
3 king 4 insane __ 68 
Sec:. C Score 
(number right) ...... ._ ..................... .. 
Correct Test 
Booklet Mork 
2 B 
Correct Answer 
Sheet Mark 
I 2 3 
B I 
TEST 1 -SECTION D 
69. voice 1 speechless 2 present 
4 
" 
" 
3 theme 4 liberty __ 69 
70. complete 1 unity 2 initial 
3 incomplete 4 trace __ 70 
71. past 1 revelation 2 future 
3 blame 4 direct __ n 
72. question 1 wallet 2 infest 
3 flier 4 answer __ 7 2 
73. loose 1 tied 2 absent 
3 cause 4 indirect __ 7 3 
74. wit 1 effect 2 origin 
3 stupidity 4 final __ 74 
75. sacrifice 1 decline 2 negative 
3 vocal 4 create __ 75 
76. original 1 silent 2 duplicate 
3 negative 4 gentle __ 76 
77. poem 1 fidelity 2 prose 
3 epic 4 abject __ 7-
78. liberal 1 pleasant 2 free 
3 commendation 4 frugal --7~ 
79. masculine 1 feminine 2 peasant 
3 man 4 length __ 7 9 
80. shrewd 1 simple 2 passive 
3 dizzy 4 hustle __ so 
81. fail 1 proceed 2 succeed 
3 agree 4 recede __ 81 
82. tranquil 1 Christian 2 serene 
3 violent 4 definite __ 82 
83. transient 1 formal 2 declension 
3 permanent 4 precocious __ 83 
84. ponderous 1 subtle 2 slow 
3 magnificent 4 small __ 84 
85. disciple 1 revelation 2 novice 
3 vocal 4 teacher __ s 5 
86. sanction 1 allow 2 restrain 
3 decide 4 abject __ ss 
87. melodious 1 discreet 2 clever 
3 discordant 4 pleasant __ 87 
88. predecessor 1 gobbler 2 leader 
3 escort 4 successor __ s B 
89. grotesque 1 seldom 2 story 
3 normal 4 rare s-
90. superficial 1 rough 2 shallow 
3 profound 4 decline __ 9 
Sec:. D Score 
(number right) ............................... .. 
TEST 2 - SECTION E 
91. Read the following names: 
Mary Robert Charles Louise 
Mark the number which shows 
the first letters of the girls' 
names. 
1 MR 2 CL 3 ML 4 RC __ 91 
92. Read these numbers: 
6 7 5 2 5 9 6 3 9 5 
Mark the letter of the third 
number after 2. 
a 5 b 6 c 7 d 9 __ 9 2 
93. The area of a rectangle is found 
by multiplying the base by the 
altitude. Mark the letter of the 
number of square feet in a rec-
tangle which has a base of 8 
feet and an altitude of 4 feet. 
· a 32 b 24 c 48 d 36 __ 9 3 
>4. Longitude is the distance east 
or west of the prime meridian 
on the earth's surface. 
Mark the letter of the follow-
ing ship's reading which indi-
cates longitude. 
a South 10 o 19' 30" 
b West 2° 48' 10" 
c North 3° 47' 25" __ 94 
95. American is the proper ad-
jective derived from the proper 
noun, America. Mark the 
number of the word which is 
the proper adjective of the 
proper noun, Australia. 
1 Australia's 2 Australia 
3 Australian __ 9 5 
96. Regular adverbs are formed by 
adding ly to the adjectives, such 
as beautiful, beautifully. Mark 
the number of the word which 
is the adverb formed from the 
adjective, great. 
1 greatly 2 greatest 3 greater __ 96 
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97. The plnral of a noun endin()" in 0 
y preceded by a vowel is formed 
by retaining the y and addin()" b 
s;.as valley, valleys. Mark the 
number of the word which in-
dicates correctly the plural of 
the noun, joy. 
1 joies 2 joys a joyes __ 9 7 
98. A si~ent e, when final, is usually 
retamed before a suffix be<Yin-
ning with a consonant· as dire 
direful. Mark the numb'er of th~ 
word which has the suffix ful 
correctly added to the word, 
use. 
1 useful 2 usefull a usful __ 9 s 
99. Read the following recipe: 
2lh cups sugar 
2 squares chocolate 
1 tablespoon butter 
1 cup milk 
1 teaspoon vanilla 
Take the sugar and add grated 
chocolate; add milk and butter 
and boil slowly until the candy 
forms a soft ball in water. Take 
off the fire, add the vanilla and 
beat until creamy and then 
pour the mixture into a but-
tered pan. Mark the number 
of the item which is the third 
thing to be used in mixing the 
above recipe. 
1 chocolate 2 milk 
3 sugar 4 butter __ 99 
100. The length of the diagonal line 
in a rectangle is found by add-
ing the square of the base to 
the square of the altitude and 
then extracting the square root 
of this sum. Mark the letter 
which indicates the length in 
inches of the diagonal of a rec-
tangle whose base is 3 inches 
and whose altitude is 4 inches. 
(Three squared is 9, 4 squared 
is 16, and 5 is the square root 
of 25.) 
a 9 b 7 c 5 d 12 __ 1 00 
Sec. E Score 
I number right I ................................ .. 
TEST 2 - SECTION f 
101. The title is found in what part 
of a book? 
1 beginning 2 middle 3 end __ 1 o 1 
102. The appendix is found in what 
part of a book? 
1 beginning 2 middle 3 end __ 1 o 2 
103. A glossary contains: 
1 index 2 definitions 
3 pictures 
104. The bibliography is found in 
what part of a book or chapter? 
__ 103 
1 beginning 2 middle 3 end __ 104 
105. A preface is found in what part 
of a book? 
1 beginning 2 middle 3 end __ 1 o 5 
look at the following and answer items 106 
and 107. 
Table of Contents 
Chapter Page 
1. History of the Cotton Plant................ 1 
2. The Development of Spinning.............. 13 
3. The Cotton Fields .............. , ..................... 22 
4. Triumph of Mechanical Invention ...... 35 
5. Cotton Growing ··············--············-········· 44 
6. Classification of Crops ............................ 76 
7. Modern Spinning and Weaving ............. 85 
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106. Mark the letter of the page on 
which "The Cotton Fields" be-
gms. 
a 1 __ 10 1 
107. Mark the number of the 
chapter to which the materials 
on page 83 belong. 
1 Classification of Crops 
2 Cotton Growing 
3 Modern Spinning and 
Weaving __ 1o 7 
~ look at this partial index and find the answers to 
items 108, 109, and 110. 
INDEX 
Bananas: In Africa, 345; in Central America, 231; in 
China, 399; in Colombia, 252; importance of, as food, 
231; in Mexico, 228; in the Philippines, 208; in the 
West Indies, 234. 
Bangkok, the "Venice of Asia," 392, 393. 
Barcelona, 336. 
Barge Canal, as trade and travel route. 112. 
. Barley: In Afghanistan, 384; in Africa, 359; in Alaska, 
204; in Arabia, 379; in Bulgaria, 332; in Chile, 264; in 
Czechoslovakia, 317; in Denmark, 307; in Finland, 296; 
in New Zealand, 417; in Norway, 292; in Poland, 316; 
in Sweden, 294. 
Barranquilla, 252. 
108. Mark the letter of the page on 
which information concerning 
Barcelona will be found. 
a 112 b 234 c 336 d 379 __ 108 
109. Mark the letter of the page on 
which information concerning 
bananas in Mexico will be 
found. 
a 204 b 252 c 228 d 316 __ 109 
110. Mark the letter of the page on 
which ·information concerning 
barley in Denmark will be 
found. 
a 336 b 417 c 345 d 307 --1 : 
·~· 
J' Decide which are the TWO best topics to look up 
in em encyclopedia or reference book for informa" 
tion on the following subjects. Mark the numbers 
of these two topics. 
Sample C: Skating in Holland 
1 Skating 2 Wrestling 
3 Baseball 4 Football 
5 Recreation in Holland 
Answers to Sample C: 
Correct Test 
Booklet Mark 
Correct Answer 
Sheet Mark 
1-5 c c 
111. Cattle Raising in Texas 
1 Texas 2 Animals 
II " 
II " II II " 
.. 
" 
" 
3 Cattle 4 Farming 5 Meat --111 
112. Cotton Growing in Louisiana 
1 Spinning 2 Weaving 
3 Cotton 4 Louisiana 
5 The Cotton Gin __ 112 
113. Trans-Atlantic Communica-
tion by Telephone 
1 Trans-Atlantic 2 Telephone 
3 Inventors 4 Newspapers 
5 Cables --113 
114. Destructive Insects in the 
Cotton Industry 
1 Agriculture 2 Industry 
3 Cotton 4 Destruction 
5 Pests --114 
115. The Football Game In America 
1 Schools 2 Leagues 
3 Football 4 Games 
5 America __ 115 
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Sec. F Sease 
!number right! ................................ . 
TEST 2 - SECTION G 
~ Read this story: 
In early American times, forests were the 
principal source of material for shelter. 
Trees were available in abundance and pro-
vided lumber for houses and a means of con-
structing refuges from the savages. 
Since it was necessary to build homes and 
clear the land of trees, lumbering was the 
first industry in America. The first saw-
mills were located at Jamestown, Virginia, 
and Berwick, Maine in 1625 and 1631, re-
spectively. These early mills were operated 
by water power and produced only a fe\v 
hundred board feet of lumber a day. 
With further deYelopment of the country, 
there were increasing demands for lumber. 
New and efficient machinery and improved 
methods developed with astonishing rapid-
ity. As the forests were cleared away it 
became impossible for the lumbermen to 
live at home, and thrs resulted in the de-
velopment of the lumber camp, which in its 
early stages was a crude and unwholesome 
place. 
Following this there occurred a more 
satisfactory development of the industry. 
The lumber camp was replaced by the 
lumber town, which is more modern and 
up-to-date. Methods of reforestation and 
scientific planting of trees have been intro-
duced and have brought nonproductive land 
back into use. Modern building programs 
require much less lumber than formerly, 
because of the use of steel and cement, and 
the future of the lumber industry is, there-
fore, somewhat uncertain. 
TEST 2- SECTION G (Continued) 
~ Mark as you have been told the number of each 
correct answer. You may look back to find the 
answers. 
116. The best title for the story is 
1 Lumber 2 Shelter 3 Forests --11 6 
117. As an early American industry, 
lumbering was 
1 third 2 second 3 first --11 7 
118. In 1625, the first sawmill was 
located in 
1 Berwick 2 Jamestown 
3 Maine __ 118 
119. Each day these early mills pro-
duced the following number of 
board feet 
1 about fifty 2 several hundred 
3 several thousand 11 9 
120. Non-productive land has been 
utilized by 
1 burning 2 standing idle 
3 reforestation __ 120 
121. Forests, due to scientific man-
agement, have been 
1 decreased 2 arrested 
3 preserved __ 121 
122. Production of lumber has de-
creased because of the use of 
~ Read this story: 
The orange is a small evergreen tree with 
dark green oval leaves, white fragrant flow-
ers, and golden-yellow, pleasantly flavored 
fruit. The flowers and fruit in all stages of 
development are often found on the same 
tree at the same time. 
The orange is a native of Southern China 
where it was under cultivation during the 
Middle Ages. About 1500 A.D. orange cul-
ture spread rapidly throughout warm re-
gions. It is now the most important citrus 
fruit and is very extensively grown in the 
Mediterranean countries, India, Japan, the 
East Indies, Jamaica, and Brazil. In the 
United States, California and Florida are 
the leading producers, a 1 t h o ugh s o m e 
oranges are grown in Louisiana, Alabama, 
Texas, and Arizona. In a single year, 
records show that the number of boxes of 
oranges produced in the United States was 
as follows: 
States Number of Boxes Per Cent 
Florida .................. 59,000,000 56.8 
California .............. 36,000,000 34.7 
Texas .................... 3,500,000 3.4 
Arizona ................ 670,000 .6 
Louisiana ............ 300,000 .3 
Others .................. 4,400,000 4.2 
Total ............ 103,870,000 100.0 
Oranges are a delicious dessert fruit and 
provide a refreshing drink. Orange peel is 
used in. making marmalade, in flavoring, 
and as a candied confection. Bridal wreaths 
are frequently made from the blossoms. 
Orange-flower water and orange-leaf oil are 
ingrediel).ts in perfumes, and the fine-grained 
yellow wood of the tree is valuable for 
turnery and inlaid work. 
Mark the number of each correct answer. You 
may look back to find the answers. 
123. The best title for this story is 
1 Trees 
2 The Value of Oranges 
3 Oranges 
124. The orange originated in 
__ 123 
1 apartments 2 steel 
3 automobiles __ 122 1 India 2 China 3 California __ 124 
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TEST 2- SECTION G (Continued) 
125. The most important citrus 
fruit now grown is the 
1 grapefruit 2 lemon 
3 orange __ 12 5 
126. The state gro\'\'ing the largest 
number of oranges in a single 
year was 
1 California 2 Florida 
3 Texas __ 126 
127. About 35 per cent of the 
oranges were produced in 
1 California 2 Florida 
3 Arizona __ 12 7 
128. The growth of oranges is most 
successful in 
1 moderate climates 
2 frigid climates 
3 warm climates __ 128 
129. One of the by-products of 
oranges is used in making 
1 paper 2 perfume 3 doth __ 12 9 
Read this story: 
The Mayflower, in which the Pilgrims 
came to America, was the typical sailing 
vessel of its time. It was a three-masted ship, 
one hundred feet long and twenty-five feet 
wide. As late as the beginning of the nine-
teenth century the ships owned by mer-
chants, lumbermen, and fishermen were of 
the same type as the colonial May/lower 
and were adequate for the requirements of 
that time. 
In the middle of the nineteenth century, 
England began using steamships and iron 
vessels. They were much faster and soon 
outclassed the colonial-type sailing vessel. 
In order to maintain a hold in competitive 
shipping, it was necessary for the Americans 
to build some sort of ship that was faster 
and easier to handle. This resulted in the 
American "clipper ship," which for a time 
was able to compete successfully with the 
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English. With the further development of 
steamships, however, this type of vessel 
was also hopelessly outclassed. 
By the beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury, the steamship had reached a remark-
able stage of development. In the succeeding 
thirty years, ships increased in size as well 
as in luxury. The Mauretania, launched in 
1908. was considered a marvel because it 
weighed nearly 30.700 tons. It held the 
trans-Atlantic speed record of five and one-
half days for twenty years. Each year. how-
ever, brought changes in ships. with in-
creased weight and speed, until the Bremen 
was built and crossed the Atlantic in nine 
hours less time than the previous record 
holder. Later the Queen Mary and the Nor-
mandie exceeded that record bv about 24 
hours. -
1/ Mark the number of each correct answer. You may 
look back to find the answers. 
130. The best title for the above 
story is 
1 Pilgrims 2 Mayflower 
3 Ships _130 
131. In the 19th century the Ameri-
cans built the 
1 Clipper Ship 
2 Mayflower 
3 Bremen __ 131 
132. American shipping was stimu-
lated through competition with 
1 Italy 2 England 3 Japan __ 132 
133. The "Clipper Ship" was able to 
compete successfully because it 
was 
1 a steamship 
2 a passenger ship 
3 easier to handle __ 133 
134. The Bremen crossed the At-
lantic in about 
1 7 days 2 6 days 3 5 days __ 134 
135. The word, succeeding, in the 
third paragraph means 
1 following 2 successful 
3 resulting __ 135 
TEST 2- SECTION G (Continued) 
Read this story: 
Radio 
In 1894, Guglielmo Marconi began a series 
of experiments with wireless radio. He was 
only twenty years old. but he struggled 
along courageously day after day trying to 
learn more about wireless. 
Marconi took his apparatus to Eng·land in 
189() to demonstrate what could be done 
with wireless. At Salisbury Plain a mess-
age was sent and received across a span of 
two miles. By the end of 1897, he had flashed 
waves from land to a ship ten miles out at 
sea and then between two shore stations. 
Salisbury and Bath. twenty-four miles apart. 
In 1899, the French Government asked him 
to try sending a message across the English 
Channel. This attempt succeeded and the 
future of the wireless seemed assured. 
As radio men look back and compare 
Marconi's first instrument with those in use 
today, the crossing of the sea by radio seems 
a miracle. The apparatus Marconi had was 
very crude compared to modern equipment. 
All he had for transmitting was the means 
of making crude damped-spark waves which 
did not permit the accurate and sharp-tun-
it}g methods which are in vogue today. 
Among the important developments were 
crvstal sets which have been largelv super-
seded by vacuum tubes and other-modern 
inventions, including a means of making 
continuous waves which have made possible 
our remarkable radio programs. 
The development of the radio has brought 
the world closer together by providing a 
method whereby sounds and messages can 
be transmitted rapidly. Through radio 
broadcasts, continuous entertainment is 
brought into our homes. The development 
of short wave sets has also made possible 
rapid advances in commerce, industry, and 
crime prevention. 
.j Mark the number of each correct answer. You may 
look back to find the answers. 
136. The word, superseded, in the 
third paragraph means 
1 vibrated 2 replaced 3 unusual --1 3 6 
137. The word, vogue, in the third 
paragraph means 
1 in use 2 electric current 
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3 unusual __ 13 7 
.j Read the eight statements below. You are to 
select the one that would make the best title for 
each of the four paragraphs of the story. You m«By 
look b«Bck to find the answers. 
Statements 
1. Recent improvements 
2. Radio men 
3. The inventor's struggle 
4. In 1894 
5. Effects of radio 
6. Sounds and messages 
7. The practical demonstration 
8. Success 
138. The best title for the first para-
graph is statement 
1 2 3 4 5 __ 138 
139. The best title for the second 
paragraph is statement 
4 5 6 7 8 __ 139 
140. The best title for the third 
paragraph is statement 
1 2 3 4 5 __ 140 
141. The best title for the fourth 
paragraph is statement 
4 5 6 7 8 __ 141 
The following things ore mentioned in the story: 
Vacuum tubes 
Damped-spark waves 
Radio broadcasts 
Crystal sets 
The order in which the above things were men-
tioned in the story is as follows: 
142. Vacuum tubes were 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th __ 142 
143. Damped-spark waves were 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th __ 143 
144. Radio broadcasts were 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th __ 144 
145. Crystal sets were 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th __ 145 
Sec:. G Score 
(number right I ................................ . 
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Month Day Year 
DIAGNOSTIC ANALYSIS .OF 
LEARNING DIFFICULTIES 
1. Reading Vocabulary 
A. MATHEMATICS: 
1-22 - - - - • • Basic vocabulary 
8. SCIENCE: 
23-45 - - - - - - Basic: vocabulary 
C. SOCIAL SCIENCE: 
46-68 - - - - - - llosic vocobulory 
D. GENERAL: 
69-90 • - - • - -. Basic vocabulary 
2. Reading Comprehension 
E. FOLLOWING SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS: 
91, 92 • - - • - Simple choice 
;? ;;• ;~~ . . ~efini!ions @nd 
99: 100• j dtreettons 
F. lEFER_ENCE SKILLS: 
101, 102, 103;1 " • f b •. 104, 10) J • • ~or.s O OOt< 
106, 107 - - - • - Tobie of contents 
108, 109, 110 - • - Use of index 
m, n:z, 113) ., 1 •. f 114, 115 1 - - .. e ec.tng re erences 
G. INTERPRETATION OF MEANINGS: 
,. 1'"" ,. Topic or n .. , =· bO - - - central idea 
117, 118, 1191 122, 124, 127, Directly st@ted 
128, l29, 131, · • • facts 
132, 133, 135 
120, 121, 1251 
126, 134, 136, - - Inferences 
137 
138, 139] Organization of 
140, l41J " - - " tnnirc 
142, 14.3:1 .. • • 144, 1455 - • - - , " even.s 
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Test 1 Score 
(number right! ................................. . 
D 
R 
31 
R L 
36 
R L 
41 
R L 
46 
R L 
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Samples I> and E Correct Test Booklet Marks 
E 
R L ®t R(D 
TEST 3 
32 33 
~ 
R L R L 
37 38 
R L R L 
42 43 
R L R L 
47 48 
R L R •L 
Correct Answer Sheet Marks 
R L 
Dl n 
R L 
E :: I 
34 35 
R L R L 
39 40 
~ . 
R L. R L 
45 
R L R L 
49 50 
R L R L 
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(number rightl ................................ .. 
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Test 7 Score 
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TEST 9 
J. 2 4 6 8 9 10 12 14 .!116 1»9 1\:10 d 12 e14- J 
(111). 14 12 10 8 7 6 4 .19 14 h 12 1\:10 d8 e7 -111 
(112). 19 16 13 u 10 7 4 .!1113 hll 1\:10 d'l e4 -112 
(113). 1 5 9 13 15 17 a 15 h13 11:9 d5 •1 -113 
(114). 4 5 7 8 10 11 12 13 a'l hS en d 12 •13-114 
(115). 2 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 <1112 1»4 11:9 d 10 11113-115 
(116). 0 7 14 19 24 27 29 30 31 .!1129 1»27 C24 d 14 eO -116 
(117). 20 17 15 14 11 9 8 7 5 3 2 a 17 b 14 C9 d7 •S -117 
(118). 21 20 18 15 14 12 10 9 8 6 3 a 21 IillO c9 d8 •6 -118 
:119). 2 3 5 8 12 17 22 23 30 a3 1»8 1\:12 d 17 •22-119 
:120). 20 18 19 17 18 16 17 14 15 16 .!1120 b 19 1\:17 d 14 •16-120 
X. 12 ..... _ 14 15 ......... ....... 18 a 13, 15, 16 il13, 15, 17 1\: 13, 16, 17 
( In Sample X the correct answer is C, d 14, 16, 17 e 15, 16, 18 _Q_ X 
meaning 13, 16, 17.1 
(121). 1 4 10 . ....... 19 a 5, 11, 18 h 7, 13, 16 1\:5, 13, 16 
d 7, 11, 18 e 5, 16, 18 -121 
(122). 2 8 32 a 7, 13, 33 h4, 16, 37 c 3, 15, 48 
d 4, 16, 64 e 6, 24, 64 -122 
(123). 44 37 16 2 a 30, 22, 8 h31, 22, 9 C30, 23, 9 
d 30, 21, 9 •31, 23, 8 -123 
(124). 6 28 50 72 a 16, 38, 60 h 16, 39, 61 1\:17, 38, 60 
d 11, 39, 61 e 17, 39, 61 -124 
(125). 83 70 44 5 I& 5'1, 31, 18 b 53, 33, 23 1\:57, 33, 19 
d 53, 31, 18 •57, 33, 19 -125 
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TEST 10 
H 
q l' s t 
K. 4 coins-21 cents K :; :: H n :: g :: n 
f! 
q l!' s t 
(126). 2 coins-15 cents 126 :: H H :: :: :: :: 
f ~: h i t (127). 5 127 .. .. .. coins-18 cents ii :: ii ii :: 1:: 
a b c d e 
(128). 8 coins-25 cents 128 H ii H H n 
f ~ h i ~: (129). 6 coins-34 cents 129 ~~ g :: g u 
k 1 m n 0 
(130). 5 coins-47 cents 130 ii :: :: :: !i g g :: ;: 
f i! h i f! (131). 6 coins-59 cents 131 H H :: :: :: 
f! w 
l!' s t (132). 4 coins-86 cents 132 :: :: H :: u 
k l m n 0 (133). 7 coins-98 cents 133 H g :: H :: :; H :: 
p 
rr 
II' s t (134). 5 coins-61 cents .134 H !! H :: :: :: :~ 
f ~ h i fi (135). 6 coins-68 cents 135 H ~~ :: 
f 
1! 
h i 
i! (136). 7 coins-79 cents 136 g :: H :: H :: H 
a b c d e (137). 8 coins-$1.19 137 H fi :: n :: g :: :: :: :: 
k l m n 0 (138). 8 coins-$1.48 138 :: H H H H ii H u 
k 1 m n 0 (139). 9 coins-$2.82 139 H H g :: H :: :: ~: :: 
f! ff 
II' s t (140). 11 coins-$4.36 140 H :: 
<% :: H g 
INFORMATION ABOUT MONEY 
I 
1 nickel (n) 
I 
1 dime (d) 
I 
1 quarter (q) 1 hclf-.dollcr ( hd) 
1 cent (c) is 5 is 10 is 25 is 50 
cents cents cents cents 
ANSWERS 
c II d q fad c II d q fad 
a 5 3 k 3 2 1 2 
h 5. 2 1 3 2 1 1 
e 5· 1 2 m 2 1 1 5 
• 4 1 1 2 n 2 2 1 
e 4 1 i 1 0 2 2 1 
f 4 1 1 p 1 2 2 
I 4 1 1 
' 
1 1 1 8 
h 4 3 ll' 1 2 1 
i 3 1 1 1 s 1 1 1 1 j. 3. 1 J t 1 1 
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USE OF FRENCH LANGUAGE FRANCO-U. S. PROBLEM 
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WOONSOCKET, R.I. (AP)--Although thousands of youngsters attend bi-
lingual schools in New England, the evolution of the Franco-American 
group and the disappearance of spoken French from the home is one of 
the problems vexing leaders of Franco-American fraternal societies. 
What can be done, if anything, to preserve the ancestral tongue 
is one of the problems t.o be discussed next week at the semi-annual 
meeting of the national Board of directors of L'Union St. Jean Baptiste 
D'Amerique when it convenes in Woonsocket. 
Chartered in Rhode Island on May 7, 1900, the federation of in-
dependent French language fraternities boasted little more than 1,000 
members and assets of less than $2,000 during the first six months of 
its existence. 
Now, 60 years later, it has a membership well over 70,000 and assets 
of more than 16 million dollars. 
But J. Henri Goguen, national president of L'Union and Massachusetts 
Commissionera Public Safety, and his conferes on the general board are 
in a dilemma as to what can be done to promulgate the teaching of French 
and keep the language alive--one of the avowed and traditional aims of 
the organization. 
L'Union, one of the prime fraternities in the field of scholarships, 
has been making annual educational awards for more than 40 years, expend-
ing some $775,000 from its special fund for the bilingual college educa-
tion of 956 scholarship winners and proteges. 
Furthermore, the society has donated hundreds of scholarship prizes 
to elementary and secondary schools where French is taught. In May, 1955, 
it made a contribution of $250,000 toward the erection of the Maison 
Francaise on the new campus of Assumption College, Worcester, Mass., after 
that bilingual institution had been razed by tornado. 
Also noteworthy is the fact that the society's four-story home of-
fice building here houses one of the nation's most valuable and extensive 
collections of French books and literature, many of the works devoted to 
early American history. 
Known as Bibliotheque Mallet, the unique French library was started 
in 1909 when the society acquired the famous collection of books owned by 
Major Edmond Mallet, an American Army officer. 
1/Henry S. Pointon, News item in The Woonsocket Call. 
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